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Foreword

Thailand's abundant and diverse agement of Thailand's environment and
natural resources have sustained its natural resources and to identify priority

people for many centuries and formed areas for possible World Bank assis-
the backbone of its prosperity over the tance. It is a result of the ongoing dia-
last thirty years. However, economic logue between the Ministry of Science.
expansion was accompanied by serious Technology, and Environment and the
environmental costs. As the country World Bank in consultation with other
moves forward into the new millennium, key stakeholders in Thailand-elected
it faces three major environmental chal- representatives, government officials,
lenges. First, to maintain and enhance local communities, and donor agencies.
investments that will improve the envi- The strategy outlined herein is intended
ronment of Bangkok and other urban ar- to be dynamic, and one that will evolve
eas through reductions in air, water, and with every passing year, as Thailand re-
solid waste pollution. Second, to achieve covers from the crisis and addresses the
a sustainable level of natural resource relationship between economic growth
use and reverse the present degradation and protection of its natural resources
of its forests, marine ecosystems and and environment.
watersheds. Third, to harness the impe- We commend the spirit of participation

tus for change that has emerged from and collaborative efforts that resulted in
both the new constitution and the recent the swift yet comprehensive develop-
crisis, and to promote opportunities for ment of a strategy to promote environ-
local community involvement and par-
ticipation in environmental protection. mental protection and susta.nable re-

source use in Thailand.
This document lays out a strategic
framework to translate into action Gov-
ernmentnolicyonpro t ec tion and man-

His Excellency Arthit Ourairat Jayasankar Shivakumar
Minister of Science, Technology and Environment Country Director - Thailand

Roval Thai Government The World Bank

Sunthad Somehevita Kristalina Georgieva
Permanent Secretary Sector Director. Environment and Social
Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment Development. The W torld Bank
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Executive Summary

T 8 hailand's rapid economic growth Thailand to negate some of the earlier
over the last three decades has gains. The impacts of the financial crisis
produced impressive achieve- on the environment are complex. On the

ments in people's welfare-increased positive side, the industrial downtum and
income, reduced infant mortality, im- reduction in consumption levels lead to
proved life expectancy at birth, in- less air pollution and a decrease in
creased literacy, and expanded em- wastewater discharge and waste disposal.
ployment opportunities. However, this On the negative side, the financial con-
economic expansion has been accom- straints of private and public sector com-
panied by substantial environmental panies have forced industrial and mu-
costs. Nearly 50 percent of the forest nicipal treatment facilities to cut back
cover was lost, approximately 37 per- operations. The situation may be further
cent of surface water is considered un- exacerbated by delayed investment in
suitable for human consumption or ag- capital renewal and cleaner technologies
ricultural use, and particulate matter during the crisis. While the precise im-
(both TSP and PM,() constantly ex- pacts of the economic crisis on the envi-
ceeds ambient standards. The Govern- ronment remain to be fully evaluated,
ment and local communities have un- budgetary allocations, especially for
dertaken several initiatives to address pollution abatement. energy conserva-
these mounting environmental prob- tion, and protected areas management,
lems. These include: establishing a le- have been signi'icantly reduced.
gal and institutional framework for en- The World Bank's Country Assis-
vironmental governance, preparing a tance Strateay (CAS) of 1998 sets out a
20-year action plan, phasing out leaded medium-term development framework
gasoline, improving energy efficiency, for Thailand. The CAS articulates three
nvestine In water Thailanon abatement . .

,nvetnginwterpollution abcritical elements that are required to re-
and declaring a larger number of areas vtni
as protected. vive grwh elwn cnpnltles

a timproving governance and slharinig

The economic crisis now threatens to growth t and entsurinzg quality of lift. It
cut short efforts to improve environ- further suggests that sustainable recovery
mental conditions and may even cause is possible only if adequate attention is

ix
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given to preserving the environment will lead, direct and coordinate imple-
through better management of natural re- mentation of the strategy.
sources, effective enforcement of regula-
tions, and implementation of prudent KEY CHALLENGES
taxation policies. This provides a win-
dow of opportunity to re-examine the An overview of environmental trends
relationship between growth and the en- and responses is summarized in Chart 1.
vironment, and set the foundation for a From an assessment of these trends, the
more holistic and proactive approach to following emerge as the major environ-
conservation and management. mental and natural resource challenges

facing Thailand today:
SCOPE * Restrutctutring institutions: The

The purpose of the Environmental protection and management of
Sector Strategy Note is threefold: (i) to natural resources and other envi-
promote dialogue and build partner-
ships with the Government, local across many ministries. Public in-stitutions are highly segmentedcommunities, civiI societv, donor agen- w l cdt a
cies, and the private sector on the major them. This results in overlapping
natural resource and environmental functions and responsibilities. A
challenges facing Thailand today; broad consensus is emerging to re-
(ii) to provide a framework for World ad seamlIn ese institu-
Bank involvement in this crucial sec-
tor; and (iii) to contribute to the Struc- tional arrangements.
tural and Social Policies Review * Eiforcing environmental regutla-
(SSPR) currently under preparation. tions: The implementation of

The Ministry of Science, Technol- regulatory measures has suffered
ogy, and the Environment (MoSTE). from weak monitoring and en-
the Ministry of Agriculture and Coop- forcement. Existing command-and-
eratives (MoAC), and the Department control measures have not been
of Industrial Works (DIW) are the main particularly effective, and efforts
counterparts for this effort. The Strat- are underway to introduce market-
egy Note is the outcome of desk and based instruments (MBIs). In addi-
field reviews and extensive consulta- tion to providing icentives, such
tion undertaken over a three-month pe- instruments will also improve

firms' compliance with environ-rnod. It has directly benefited from pre-
vious and ongoing studies of the World mental standards. Rising commu-Bank and other donor agencies. The m nity pressure to ensure complianceBank and other donor agencies, Theintepvaesco,ndhenr-
Strategy Note elaborates upon and rein- in the private sector, and the intro-
forces the environmental objectives duction of public disclosure tools
specified in Thalland's Eighth National
Economic and Social Development * Managing water resources anid im-
Plan (1997-2001) and the above- proving water quality: Water scar-
mentioned CAS. An abridged version city is becoming a critical problem
of the Strategy Note has been provided in major river basins. One third of
to the counterparts, and national con- surface water bodies are of low
sultation is currently taking place. The quality, including the lower reaches
complete Strategy Note will be jointly of the Chao Phraya and Thachine
published in English and Thai. MoSTE rivers. Increased volumes of mu-
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nicipal and industrial waste are the Salinization is also a severe prob-
main culprits. The separation of lem in the northeast and in the
wastewater management from wa- south along the coast.
ter supply as a municipal service
function in the Bangkok Metro- * Thiproing coastal zone manage-

L_ n~~~~iecut: Marine fisheries have be-
politan Region (BMR) and a lack
of cost-recovery in water supply come heavily depleted over the
and quality improvements impede past twenty years as observed fromand qulity mproveents mpedea sianificant reduction in fishing
public and private sector invest-
ments in wastewater management. yield. Reliance on coastal aquac-
Watershed management remains a ulture and freshwater fish cultureWatershd managment reains ahas increased dramatically during
planning principle that has not been ths imce.ase dresuti of drpid
effectively translated into action. this time. As a result of rapid

coastal development, almost half
*Improvinig air qutalityl in Bangkok: the mangrove forest area has been
While progress has been made in lost.
reducing atmospheric lead, rising
ozone and hydrocarbon concentra- Maagig solid a laaclos
tions and particulate matter con- waste: A comprehensive national
tinue to be problematic. Poor air program is needed to address thetinu to e prblemtic.Poorairworsening, problems of solid and
quality could undermine the com- rouse wst pro duction and
petitiveness of Bangkok as an at- hazardous waste productwon and
tractive regional investment center. disposal m cities, towns and indus-
Thus, sustained and increased in- trial locations in an environmen-
vestments need to be made in fuel tally sound and cost-effective man-
quality improvements, inspection ner.
and maintenance of vehicles, trans- * Planning the development of sec-
port planning, and the enforcement ondarn cities: Phuket and Chiang-
of tighter vehicle emissions stan- mai are beginning to experience
dards. major environmental problems be-

cause inadequate consideration was
Imhproving the management of 
protected areas and accelerating given to environmental aspects in
reforestation efforts: Although de- physical planning and provision of
forestation has slowed down sigy- infrastructure. The growth of these
nificantly in recent years, refores- and other cities should be guided
tation remains well below target by sound environmental planning
levels. Large losses of dryland for- principles.
ests, coastal mangroves and wet-
lands have contributed to declines
in biodiversity. While significant
additions to the protected area sys-
tem are proposed, existing areas
suffer from a lack of management
resources.

* Arresting soil erosion: Land degra-
dation, in particular soil erosion,
impacts close to half the country's
land, and is especially problematic
in the country's upland areas.
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Chart 1: Overview of
Issue Overall Trend

Severity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Declining water quality in Chao High . 37% of surface water bodies classified as low quality,
Phraya including Chao Phraya and Thachine

Increasing water scarcity High * Per capita consumption doubled
* Water scarcity increasing, worse in dry periods

Declining air quality in BMR High * Ambient levels of lead, SO., NO, and CO reduced
significantly

* PMlo, TSP, ozone and HC exceed standards

Loss of critical habitats High * Significant losses reported
* About 100 species of plants classified as endan-

gered; 900 considered rare and vulnerable

Watershed degradation Medium . Increase in soil erosion and downstream sedimenta-
tion

Declining marine and fresh- Medium . Significant reduction in catch per unit effort over 20
water resources years

* 50% reduction in mangroves between 1961-1993

Land degradation Medium * Increasing soil erosion in upland areas
* Salinization on southern coast

Increasing solid and hazardous Medium * Per capita urban household waste generation 0.5-1
waste kg/day

* Industrial units in BMR generated 2 M tons of haz-
ardous waste in 1997

Declining forest cover Low . Total forest cover declined from 53% of total land
area in 1961 to 25% in 1998.

* Rate of deforestation slowed from 0.9%/./year, pre-
1989, to 0.2%/yr between 1995-1998.
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Environmental Trends and Responses
Causes and Relative Response Donor

Contribution* Activities

* Domestic sewage (H) * $550M committed for wastewater collection ADB; AusAid;
* Industrial effluent (H) / treatment in Bangkok metropolis in 1998 DANCED
* Agricultural runoff (H) . Pollution discharge standards introduced

* Irrigation (H) . Policy, institutional and regulatory frame- ADB: CIM; DANCED
* Domestic (M) work for integrated water resources man-
. Industrial (M) agement completed
* Drought (L) * Comprehensive water management strat-

egy completed

* Transport (H) * Unleaded gasoline introduced DANCED; GTZ;
* Industry (M) . Improvements in traffic management NEDO; Sida; World
* Power (M) * Mass transit Bank
* Indoor air pollutants (L) . Dust control measures
* Garbage burning (L) * Revisions to regulatory enforcement

* Deforestation (H) * Extended and representative protected AusAid; BDW; BGR;
* Pollution (H) area system established (50 M rai), cover- CIDA
* Fishing practices (H) ing 16% of total land area
* Economic incentives (M)
* Poaching (M)

* Land use planning/ * Watersheds have been classified and BDW; BGR; CIDA;
management (H) mapped DANCED; JICA: NIDO;

e Land conversion for agri- * Intended land use specified and regulated World Bank
culture (H)

* Encroachment in uplands
(M)

* Land tenure (M)

* Effluents and agricultural * Programs developed for sustainable CIDA; DANCED: DFID
runoff (H) aquaculture and marine fisheries manage-

* Fishing practices (H) ment
* Mangrove conversion (M) * Targets established for mangrove refores-

tation and conservation

* Land conversion for agri- * Improvements in land use management / AusAid; CIM; JICA
culture (H) planning

* Soil erosion (H) . Forest encroachment reduced by desig-
* Land tenure (H) nating appropriate areas for agriculture
* Salinization (M) * Pilot soil conservation projects

* Industry (H) * Improvements in garbage collection ADS: BGR; CIM;
* Households (H) * Pollution prevention techniques introduced DANCED; EU; GTZ;

for hazardous waste JICA: USAID
* Sanitary landfills and treatment facilities

* Logging (H) * Established forest classification AusAid; DANCED;
* Protected areas man- * Reforestation targets set at 40% of land JICA; World Bank

agement policies (H) area
* Encroachment (L) . Investments in 1996 - as a percent of GDP
* Inundation (L)

* H = High; M = Medium; L = Low
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PRIORITIES FOR WORLD compliance mechanism, supporting de-
BANK ASSISTANCE centralization by making the Provincial

Environmental Action Plan (PEAP)
Priorities for World Bank assistance process more effective, and building

.. ' . ~~~~technical, mana-erial and analyticalhave been identified through extensive t yt
consultations with the Royal Thai Gov- capacity; ( i) Improving the
ernment (RTG) and other partners, and sustainability of ei'ironmnenral
also through review of relevant analyti- laacwing by transforming the Environ-

ment Fund into a revolving mechanism,cal work from previous World Bank supporting the creation of MBIs for
and non-World Bank studies. A five- improved pollution management, and
step approach has been adopted. The i c m. 1 m~~itroducin,g cost-recovery measures forfirst step assesses the key first ste assesse the key environmental services; and (iii) en-
environmental and natural resource encint services for coii)nit-
trends and their causes. Necessary hancing opportunities for community

reforms are identifiedithinvolvement by supporting communi-reforms are identified in the secondtieinmponghirlclnvon
step. The third step defines the ties in improving their local environ-
objectives and scope of collaboration ment, promoting environmental aware-
between the Government and the ness through information dissemina-

tion, and improving disclosure of envi-World Bank, which serves as the basis rlonena inform atovn to the gfenerl
for analyzing and identifying prlorities publc.
for World Bank assistance in the fourth pubhc.
step. The final step lays out the The strategy recommends that pri-
proposed World Bank assistance oritv plhvsical investments be made in
strao . Banokok and the Chao Phraya Riverl1e proposed strategy consists of y.
two tracks: (i)functional imiprovemeents Basin. This includes:
and (ii) prioritvy investnents. It is in- * Providing assistance to the Bang-
tended that each track support the kok Metropolitan Administration
other; for example, some institutional (BMA) area to improve its envi-
reforms will strengthen Government ronmental quality through targeted
capacity to implement an investment investments, policy reforms, and
project more effectively. As manifested capacity building to control air and
in the Chao Phraya River Basin and in water pollution. This support
Bangkok, environmental problems re- would consist of two proposed
main a priority because of complicated lending operations as well as non-
and weak institutional arrangements lending advisory services.
and structures. The specific elements of
the strategy are therefore inter- u r
dependent. Tackling these challenges management program in the Chao
together will result in greater likelihood Phraya Basin through enhance-
of a successful outcome. ments in the legal and regulatory

framework for water management;
With regard to functional ilm- establishment of a dedicated river

provemen7ts, the strategy identifies three basin organization to plan and im-
areas of institutional and policy re- plement sound policies and invest-
forms: (i) strengthening environznenital ments; improvement in the man-
governance through restructuring and agement and administrative capa-
reengineering the environmental agen- city of key water agencies; and pri-
cies to improve functional efficiency, ority investments in irrigation in-
strengthening the enforcement and
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frastructure and remedial works on are summarized below in Chart 2.

dams at risk of failure. Some of the operations will be cofi-

Actilvities identified for World nanced with other donors. OECF has
Bactinvitiesment ifluded for World- formally committed its participation for

Bonk invoflveent inclrudentacomina- the proposed operations in Bangkok.
tion of lending instruments, non- The non-lending advisory services will

lending advisory services. and grants
through the Montreal Protocol and improve skills, knowledge and exper-

through the Montreal Protocol and s
Global Environment Facility to meet ise.
global environmental objectives. These

Chart 2. Proposed World Bank Activities

Strategic Themes Proposed World Bank Involvement (2000-2002)

Lending Operations Non-lending Advisory Services

Environmental Proposed Public Sector Reform Seminars and workshops on al-
Governance Loan (PSRL) ternative institutional models and

Proposed Environmental Institu- decentralization
tions Development Project
(EIDP)

Environmental Re-capitalization of the Environ- Design of an effective pollution
Financing ment Fund within the context of charge scheme

PSRL Developing financing mecha-

nisms for local environmental
services and cost-recovery

Community Possible expansion of the scope ASEM-funded technical assis-
Participation of the Social Investment Project tance for community-based envi-

ronmental initiatives in four urban
centers

Priority Investments:

Bangkok Urban Proposed Bangkok Air Quality
Environment Management Project; and
Program Proposed Bangkok Waste

Management Project

Chao Phraya River Proposed Natural Resources
Basin Management Management Project





Introduction

T he purpose of the Environmental lyzes environmental trends and priori-
Sector Strategy Note is to pro- ties in the green, blue, and brown agen-
mote dialogue and build partner- das. Section 4 presents emerging chal-

ships with the Government, local lenges and the approach used in setting
communities, civil society, donor agen- priorities for World Bank involvement.
cies, and the private sector on the major Section 5 describes a proposed envi-
natural resource and environmental ronmental strategy that includes poten-
challenges facing Thailand today. Un- tial World Bank operations. Section 6
like some other donors, the World offers a framework for benchmarking
Bank has had limited presence in the progress.
environmental arena in Thailand (see The preparation of the Strategy
Annexes A and E) and therefore an un-
derlyincg objective of the dialogue is to Note is based on desk and field reviewsderyin obectveof he ialgu ito over a three month period and is in-
set the stage for longer-term collabora- tended to offer a simple, practical ap-
tion in environmental management and p t d
planning. This Strategy Note sets out a ran thedenviromentwtal bresodrne
framework for World Bank involve- and the environment with a broad range

framework for World Bank involve- of stakeholders. and to developing a
ment in the sector in the immediate to
medium term. It elaborates upon and strategy for World Bank assistance.
reinforces the environmental objectives Strategy Note has benefited di-

rectly from ongoing work by the World
specified in Thailand's Eighth National Bakiprainasstcetaegs
Economic and Social Development
Plan (1997-2001) and the World in the rural development and urban
Bank's 1998 Country Assistance Strat- transport sectors and from discussions

egy (CAS).

The Strategy Note is organized in
six sections. Section I provides a brief
introduction to the changing economic I The World Bank is concurrently de-
and environmental context, and Section veloping a Rural Del elopnient Strat-
2 describes the policy and institutional egy and Urbani Transport Strategy for

Thailand, soon to be completed.
framework in Thailand. Section 3 ana-

l
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with other multilateral agencies2 and
bilateral donors. The Ministry of Sci-
ence, Technology, and the Environ-
ment (MoSTE), the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Cooperatives (MoAC), and
the Department of Industrial Works
(DIW) are the principal counterparts
for the Royal Thai Government (RTG).

In preparing this Strategy Note a
participatory approach has been fol-
lowed. An initial stakeholder consulta-
tion chaired by MoSTE was held in
January 1999; thereafter consultations
have been held with the Minister, Per-
manent Secretary and senior staff of
MoSTE, its environmental agencies
and other national agencies. An
abridged version of the Strategy Note
has been provided to the counterparts,
and MoSTE is leading the national
consultation that is currently taking
place. The Strategy Note will be jointly
published in English and Thai. MoSTE
will lead, direct and coordinate imple-
mentation of the strategy.

2 The ADB has recently completed an
iEnvironment Profile of Thailand" that
comprehensively describes the envi-
ronmental context and challenges.



A 'Changing Economic and Environmental Context

T nhree decades of exceptiontal nificant gaps in the Government's so-
growthz. The performance of cial safety nets. Thailand's economic
Thailand's economy was re- development also resulted in very large

markable in the three decades prior to environmental costs. Forest cover was
1997. Between 1965 and 1980, growth reduced from 53 percent in 1961 to 25
averaged 7.3 percent annually; this ac- percent in 1998.4 Approximately 37
celerated to 7.8 percent during 1980- percent of surface water has been as-
1995-roughly twice the growth rates sessed as of low quality (unsuitable for
of other low- and middle-income devel- human consumption or agricultural
oping countries. Per capita GDP more use).5 Total suspended particulates
than tripled. The number of Thai citi- (TSP) and particulate matter under 10
zens living below a poverty line of $2 microns (PMIO) constantly exceed am-
per day fell from 42 million to 16 mil- bient standards in Bangkok.6 The de-
lion between 1975 and 1992. This rapid struction of forests increases the risk of
and sustained economic growth also erosion, floods, and elimination of
produced impressive achievements in natural habitats; water pollution threat-
people's welfare-with reduced infant ens health and fisheries, and precipi-
mortality, improved life expectancy at tates depletion of underground water
birth, increased literacy and expanded resources, congestion and pollution in
employment opportunities.3 cities affect human health, and acceler-

Poverty and environmental degrada- ate the deterioration of infrastructure.
tion persist. Despite the important re-
duction in absolute poverty, the bene-
fits of growth were not shared equita-
bly. This masked continued poverty in
large segments of Thai society, a wid-
ening inequality of incomes and sig- 4 Environmental Statistics of Thailand

1998. National Statistic Office. Office
of the Prime Minister.

3 See Couwtry Assistantce Strategytor 5 Ibid.
Tlhatilaniid. June 1998. for more details. 6 Pollution Control Department reports.

3
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COST OF INACTION are estimated at $2.9 billion in 2000,
$5.2 billion in 2005, and $8.9 billion in

The benefits of bluer water... Earlier 2020. These benefits are largely based
studies7 conducted by the World Bank on evaluation of reductions in infant
indicate that the health benefits of pro- mortality. The present value of these
viding universal access to clean water benefits and costs over a 20-year time
and sanitation to the Thai people would horizon are depicted in Figure 1, which
be significant. Thailand may also gain indicates that for every $1 invested in
considerably from such investments in water and sanitation, almost $7 in im-
terms of competitiveness and produc- puted health benefits are attained. This
tivity. Studies of household spending benefit-cost ratio is similar to that for
and water markets in urban areas in Indonesia and the Philippines but sig-
Thailand, Indonesia. Philippines and nificantly greater than for China.
China indicate that most households
without access to safe
water pay up to 10 per-
cent of their annual in- Figure 1. Net Benefits for Urban Sanitation and Water Pollution Controls

come for this water-of- 160
139

ten more than the cost of 140

providing piped or 120

boiling water. Eco- 10 t59

nomic gains can also a

be achieved through 80
55improvements in man- 60 8

agement of water re- 40 40 \6

sources for irrigation 20 1 7 4

and industrial use. Poor U 4
management exacer- China Indonesia Philippines Thailand

bates extraction of
groundwater and dete- *Benefits ° Costs

rioration in ground-
water quality.

Under a medium ... And clearer skies. In the early 1990s
investment scenario in Thailand ex- the health costs of exposure to dust,
amined by the World Bank, annualized le particusts, Go,dndC s-

e ~~~~lead, particulates, CO,, and CO emis-
costs for implementing urban sanitation sions in Bangkok were estimated at 8-
and water pollution controls would 10 percent of urban annual income. De-
amount to $0.45 billion in 2000, $0.66
billion in 2005 and s1.76 billion in several years (such as a shift to un-
2020.c These investments would in- leaded gas), the costs of damage to
dnude improvements in water supply human health and the economy are ex-
and sanitation access and water pollu- pected to rise to 20 percent by 2025.

tion control. Health and economic The same World Bank study also con-
benefits generated in such a scenario cluded that the benefit-to-cost ratio for

investments in air pollution prevention
7 Can the Enviroiinmenit Wait? Priorities and control is close to nine. Under a

For East Asia. World Bank, ]997. medium investment scenario the total
8 Estimates are in 1997 dollars. annualized costs of implementing air
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pollution controls would be about $400 Box I below for an overview of im-
million in 2000, $660 million in 2005, pacts on the East Asia region). At-
and $1.5 billion in 2020 with corre- tempting to aggregate the overall effect
sponding benefits of $2 billion in 2000. of the crisis and related policy reforms
$4.7 billion in 2005, and $25 billion in on the environment in Thailand is not a
2020. Figure 2 illustrates the present simple task. Isolating impacts resulting
value of these benefits and costs over a specifically from the crisis, comparing
20-year horizon. The benefit-cost ratio different "types" of impacts (such as

Figure 2. Net Benefits of Air Pollution Control

40q .......

35_1
350

25C 
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.: 20d 

:^15C 

5C3
5 23 1 2 33

China Indonesia Philippines Thailand

m Benefit EmCosts

for Thailand is considerably higher reduction in industrial activity vs. in-
than World Bank estimates for other creased migration to rural areas), and
countries in the East Asia region. recognizing that several of these im-

pacts may not yet have manifested
IMPACT OF THE CRISIS

Thte economic crisis and the environ-
ment. The economic crisis and related
structural adjustment program have hadZ, ~~~~~~tion in economic activity, changes in
several impacts on the environment- epoymentmin and rural/urba

. . 9 ~~~employment in general and rural/urbansome negative and others positive (see
¢ ~~~~~~~~~~~~migration In particular; (iii) effects of

the alterations in relative prices, mak-
9 Markandya, Environmental Inplica- ing the production of rice. export of

tionis of the Finiancial Crisis in Tlhai- natural resources, and tourism more
lanid. ADB (1998), suggests that the attractive; and (iv) policies induced hy
causes of these impacts stem from the the structural adjustment program
following: (i) changes in investment (such as privatization, increased cost-
allocations for environmental protec- recovery for environmental services.
tion; (ii) changes in quality of the am- introduction of new taxes with envi-
bient environment as a result of reduc- ronmental implications, etc.).
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Box 1
The Environmental Implications of the Economic Crisis in East Asia

Before the current economic crisis, people throughout the region were realizing that a
.grow now, clean up later" paradigm was resulting in unacceptable environmental costs. Envi-
ronmental degradation was costing the regional economies an average of nearly 5 percent of
GDP annually. This realization prompted efforts throughout the region to improve environ-
mental management, and countries invested between 0.5 and 1 percent of GDP on environ-
mental protection. However, the crisis now threatens to cut short those efforts.

The impact of the financial crisis on the environment is a story of both good and bad
news. On the positive side, what is bad for the economy turns out to be good for the environ-
ment. Industrial downtum and reduction in consumption levels lead to less air pollution and a
decrease in waste generation. Yet these positive impacts are fairly small and temporary.
Without interventions specifically aimed at curbing emissions, air and water pollution will sur-
pass pre-crisis levels soon after economic recovery. In addition, in terms of industrial pollu-
tion, the positive impacts of emission reduction are often offset by the combined negative ef-
fects of reduced operation and maintenance of pollution control equipment and less stringent
regulatory control.

Despite currency depreciation and the desire to increase exports, the timber sector is ex-
periencing decreased demand in the short term. In the second half of 1997, major regional
export markets for hardwood, plywood, and logs collapsed overnight. Farmers and communi-
ties who depend on resource extraction from protected areas seem to have weathered the
crisis relatively better because of less dependence on the market economy. Others, such as
cash croppers, including rice producers, have also benefited from the changes in relative
prices.

On the negative side, the financial constraints of private and public sector companies
have forced industrial and municipal treatment facilities to cut back operations. The situation
is likely to be further exacerbated by delays in investments in capital renewal and cleaner
technologies. Coastal and mangrove resources have been more threatened by domestic and
industrial effluent than by additional fishing pressure; in some cases, the sharp rise in produc-
tion costs has put small fisherman out of business.

Budgetary allocations for the environment have been affected differently across the re-
gion. In Indonesia, environmental agencies have generally absorbed substantial budgetary
cuts. Budgets have also been reduced in Thailand, especially for poltution control and energy
conservation, although some agencies have not been affected. In the Philippines, the budget
of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources suffered a 25 percent mandatory
reserve on all expenditures other than personnel and debt service and the suspension of tax
subsidies to government units. The Government of Korea's budget for environment shrunk
0.3 percent in 1998 from 2.8 percent in 1997. In Malaysia on the other hand, funding for envi-
ronment actually increased in 1998.

In the current context, the important challenge is to ensure that regional economies do
not relegate environment to a secondary status on the policy agenda and backpedal into a
spiral of the old 'grow first, clean up later' approach. Priority should be given to restoring
growth to reverse the decline in personal and national incomes and to continue the battle
against poverty. At the same time, however, recovery programs can provide an opportunity to
remove environmentally harmful subsidies, to promote competitive gains through energy
savings and resource optimization, and to create a framework for implementing positive envi-
ronmental fiscal incentives.

As growth resumes, the choice should not be between environment and development;
both are needed. The challenge is to make recovery work for the environment, not against it,
so that the financial crisis may be remembered as a window of opportunity for improved envi-
ronmental quality in East Asia.

Source:. Environmentut lim/icatnons f the Econotnic 0(ris :sand Adjasimnenf in East Asia. World Bank. Janueary
,999.
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themselves complicates this analysis.10 Moreover the regulator (in this case
However. a number of preliminary ob- the Ministry of Industry) may ex-
servations are worth noting regarding press even greater reluctance than
changes in budgetary allocations for the usual to enforce compliance with
environment and changes in environ- environmental standards. Hence,
mental trends. while industrial production has

Government spending, for envi- fallen, pollution intensity (pollution
per unit of output) may well have

ronmental protection has declined. increased. The effect of the combi-
Overall Government budget for envi- nation of these two phenomena on
ronmental investments has been re-
duced significantly, thereby suggestinga apd
that fewer investments in conservation clear. Furthermore, pollution load

tht .conservation is expected to increase significantly
and protection activities are being . ..
made. Preliminary findingrs of an on- as industrial production initiates its
going study by the Kenan Institute in recovery.
Bangkok, summarized in Table 1, indi- * If financing operation and mainte-
cate that budget shrank by 20 percent nance costs of public environ-
for fiscal year 1998. See also Annex D. mental investments such as waste-

water treatment plants and solid

Table 1. Budget Allocation for Environmental Protection 1996 - 1998
Sector 1996 1997 1998

(million Baht) (million Baht) (million Baht)

Water Pollution 5,948 7,257 6,584

Air & Noise Pollution 472 447 164

Solid & Hazardous Waste 1,193 1.302 1,155

Others ( Management) 2,386 2,391 405

TOTAL 9,999 11,397 8,308
Solurce: Kenanl Institute

Impacts on the environmett and natu- waste management was a serious
ral resouirces. In small part due to difficulty during the years of eco-
changes in budgetary allocation for en- nomic prosperity (as is generally
vironmental protection, the crisis ap- acknowledged), such difficulties
pears to have had the following effects: have likely increased during the pe-

riod of economic slowdown. We
* While a large number of industrialrodfecnmcswon.W

facilities have closed down, thousel may therefore expect an increase in
facilities have closed down, thosedischargesofuntreat
remaining in production do not is ges of untreated municipal

waste.
necessarily have the same re-
sources to continue operating their
pollution control equipment.'' similar hypothesis in Thailand. there is

no indication that a different phe-
10 Refer to Markandya (1998) for a sys- nomenon would be taking place. An-

tematic review of these impacts. ecdotal evidence also suggests an in-
11 This phenomenon was recently ob- crease in illegal disposal of toxic waste

served in Indonesia. While the absence by polluters seeking to avoid the costs
of data does not allow us to test a of proper disposal.
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* The impacts of El Nino, forest adequate attention is given to preserv-
fires, and the 1998 drought have ing the natural environment, through
made it more difficult to under- better management of natural re-
stand the consequences of the crisis sources. effective enforcement of
for natural resources in Thailand. regulations, and implementation of
Preliminary findings suggest that prudent taxation policies. This provides
simplistic predictions of natural re- a window of opportunity in which to
source degradation-caused by in- re-examine the relationship between
tense reverse migration from urban growth and the environment, and set
to rural areas, forest encroachment, the foundation for a more holistic and
change in land use and increased proactive approach to conservation and
exploitation of coastal and fresh- management.
water resources-do not appear to Renewing competitiveness. The argu-
have been realized. In some cases, ment that stricter environmental regu-
the environmental impact appears lations and voluntary standards (and
positive, which may in part be a re- thus increased protection of the envi-
suit of the strong depreciation of ronment) enhance competitiveness and
the baht. Often the crisis has (rowth is becoming more widely ac-
merely nudged pre-existing trends ct Tle

slightly~~ ~ ~ hihrorlwr cepted. This challenges the conven-
tional view of a strict tradeoff between

* Farmers and communities relying the environment and competitiveness.
less on the market economy may Indeed, properly designed environ-
have weathered the crisis relatively mental standards can trigger innovation
better at least for now by benefiting or induce the adoption of more efficient
from changes in relative prices. technologies. These gains in efficiency
However the poorest farmers, (reduced production costs) may more
many of whom practice illegal than offset the cost of complying with
farming in protected areas, are not stricter environmental standards. Here
self-sufficient in rice and buy in lo- the focus is on environmental standards
cal markets, have been hit very that are properly designed. Reference is
hard by the increase in domestic explicitly made to instruments that al-
prices for rice and other commodi- low the greatest level of flexibility to
ties. the polluter, such as market-based in-

strum?1enits (MBIs). The adoption of

ENVIRONMENT AND MBls-which in Thailand would rep-
ECONOMIC RECOVERY resent an important departure from cur-rent approaches (command-and-

control)-could therefore go hand in
Preservation of the natural envlron- hadwt h eea fTaln'. . , . ~~~~hand with the renewal of Thailand'sment is critical to sustainable recov- industrial competitiveness. These in-
ery. The World Bank's CAS of 1998 struments are discussed in greater detail
sets out the medium-term development in Section 6.
framework for Thailand. The CAS ar-
ticulates three important elements that Another hypothesis illustrating the
are required to revive growth: renewinig effects of standards is centered on the
competitiven7ess, inproving govern-
ance, and sharing growth and enisuriig
quality of life. It further argues that
sustainable recovery is possible only if
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implementation of ISO 14000.12 Be- overall environmental governance
sides improving manufacturing effi- structure has exhibited a large number
ciency and environmental compliance, of deficiencies, including overlapping
it also facilitates a behavioral shift by functions, poor delineation of responsi-
promoting greater collaboration be- bilities among institutions, and limited
tween employees and owners within a human and technical capacity at lower
manufacturing unit. Though the guide- echelons. To a large extent, the eco-
lines are intended as a voluntary and nomic downturn has exposed these
internal management tool, there is con- weaknesses even more strongly. In this
cern that ISO standards may be used as context, improving environmental gov-
non-tariff barriers overseas. Neverthe- ernance is of crucial importance and
less, a growing number of firms in remains a significant challenge. Better
Thailand are actively complying with governance will not only improve
ISO 14000 standards-thereby under- overall efficiency of environmental
tak-ing "globally acceptable" environ- management in the country. it will also
mental policies and practices-in order send strong signials to private agents
to maintain their access to overseas that protection of the environment is a
markets.'3 key component for recovery and sus-

The above two arguments provide tained growth. Such signals are neces-
eidence contradicting the conventional sary to bring about changes in these

bevief tha proprly deignedenviron- agents' behavior, which recognize thatbelief that properly designed enirnenalqaltyiovlube n
mental standards will encourage theenvironmental quality s valuable and
flg tonduris to encoun t with must be protected for the benefit of all.
flight of industries to countfies with
lower or non-existent ones. Indeed re- Sharing growth and enhancing qual-
cent research does not support this ity of life. Initiatives to protect the en-
"pollution haven" hypothesis. Hence vironment would enhance quality of
the implementation of properly de- life for the Thai people, especially for
signed environmental standards aimed those most disadvantaged. This argu-
at improving environmental quality ment is based on the belief that a de-
may simultaneously facilitate rather graded environment adversely affects
than impede the renewed long-term human health and threatens the liveli-
competitiveness of Thailand's impor- hood of the rural and urban poor-in
tant economic sectors. turn exacerbating inequity in the coun-

try. Amon- the "ibrown" issues, airImproving governance. In Thailand as thi
1 . . ~~~~pollutants, groundwater contamination,in many other developing countries, the t g

and solid and hazardous wastes have
increased mortality and morbidity,

12 The ISO 14000 series, a project of the most notably in the Bangkok Metro-
International Organization for Stan- politan Region (BMR). A recent study
dardization (ISO), is a collection of indicated that the Bangkok population
voluntary consensus standards that has been adversely affected by par-
have been developed to assist organi- ticulate matter air pollution-with an
zations to achieve environmental and estimate of 5,000 premature deaths
economic gains through the imple- each year.'4 Of particular importance is
mentation of effective environmental
manaaement systems.

13 As of March 17, 1999. 121 facilities in 14 Hagler. Bailly. "The Health Effects of
Thailand were certified ISO 14000: 41 Particulate Matter Air Pollution In
of these were in the electronics sector. Banakok." March 1998.
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the fact that, as shown by the study, the foundation for sustainable growth,
urban poor bear most of the burden of a there is a need to confront systemati-
degraded and polluted environment. cally the challenges of efficiency, eq-

Deforestation, land degradation and uity, and transparency ' While it is
over-exploitation of natural resources usually understood that these chal-
(such as fisheries) have together re- e s p t,. . . .~~C public resource mobilization and ex-
duced livelihood options available to il a e
many rural villagers. Between 1961 penditures, they apply equally to man-

a-ement of the environmental sector.and 1998 forest cover decreased to t
about 25 percent.'5 Loss of forest cover ficiencY means that objectives
and inappropriate land use practices of environmental quality must be
have resulted in increased soil erosion reached with a minimum of public re-

sources, that the proper role of theand sedimentation of waterwavs. Over- pubcese tct in provdn environ-
public sector In providing environ-harvesting of marine fisheries has re-

sleinatenoddces ncth mental services must be reexamined,
suited in a tenfold decrease in catch- and that environmental governance
per-unit-effort, from 265 kilograms per must be improved. Greater equity in-
hour in 1970 to 25 kilograms per hour
today 16-in addition to significant de- plies that public investment in pollution

Z1 .control and environmental and natural
pletion of fish stocks and degradationt~~~ resources management must reach
of the marine habitat. Over-fishing is those in society among the least well
largely due to overcapitalization of the off. Finally, greater transparencv re-
fisheries sector stimulated by open ac- a larger greeo deentra -
cess, poor enforcement of regulations, ce

'. . ' ~~~~~~tion, environmental awareness, andand Input subsidies on fuel and fishing to e a and
g T d i c public participation in issues pertaininggear. The decline In catch-per-unit-c to environmental management. Ad-

effort has caused a decrease in fishers'
income felt most severely by small- dressing these challenges will be key to
scale fishers (who already tend to be renewed and sustained economic
disadvantaged) and shows the need for growth.
alternative livelihood opportunities to
bring fishing effort down to sustainable
levels.

Sustained growth: efficiency, equity,
and transparency. As was identified
elsewhere,"8 for Thailand to rise out of
the present economic crisis and lay the

15 Royal Forestry Department report on 19 "Among the widely recognized barri-
remote sensing interpretation. 1996. ers to growth in competitiveness were

16 The Department of Fisheries estimated serious deficiencies in infrastructure
that around 54.538 fishing boats were development and environmental man-
operating in Thailand in 1995. agement. and a policy reginie at the

17 FAO/RAPA. Socio-Economnic Issues in micro level which was too much
Coastal Fisheeries Management: Pro- aeared to creating and preserving rents
ceedinigs of the IPFC Svmposium, rather than fostering market competi-
Bangkok, November 1993. tion." Source: Frank Flatters, Thailand,

1 8 World Bank. Thailand Public Finance the IMF and the Economic Crisis:
Review, Concept Paper. First in. Fast out? March 1999.
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Policv and Institutional Framework

A n early beginning. Thailand pact Assessments (EIAs) were also es-
has developed over the years tablished in this Act.20

16w an extensive legal and regula- Revisions to the NEQA. In response to
tory framework .for the administration ReiontoheN A.Irspseo

growing and complex environmental
and management of natural resources problems, the NEQA was amended in
and the environment (see Annex C). In 1992.eIn the NeQA wAs the N
the late 1960s, concerns about the ad- 1992. In the revised NEQA, the NEB
verse effe1960s,ct ncs of bindustriatin awas upgraded to ministerial level and
verse effects of industrialization its secretariat separated into three de-
emerged. The Factory Act (1969) re- partments within MoSTE. The Prime
sponded to these concerns by assigning Minister now chairs the NEB. Other
responsibility for industrial pollution major changes include: decentralization
control to the Ministry of Industry of certain environmental functions, 2

(Molnd). The first comprehensive leg- o p 
islation on environmental protection zones, and creation of an Environment
was the Enhancement and Conserva- Fund (EF). The law also called for the
tion of National EnvironmentalQuality preparation of (i) a 20-year planningt
Act (NEQA), which was enacted in framework for the environment (See
1975. This landmark Act established .. ..
the National Environment Board Box 2); (ii) periodic five-year envi-

ronmental quality management p)lans;(NEB) as the main policy, planning and romna uaiymngeetpas(NEB) ah apcpnand (iii) Provincial Environmental Ac-
coordination agency, and the Office of tion Plans (PEAPs)
the NEB as its secretariat. The National
Economic and Social Development A proliferation of environmental
Board (NESDB) and MoSTE were to agencies. As the primary administra-
contribute to the planning process.
Ambient quality standards and guide- 20 Thailanid-Mitigating Pollution an1d
lines for the use of Environmental Im- Congestion Impacts in a High-Grovvth

Econoniv, World Bank. 1994.
21 Decenitr-alizing Environmental Mani-

agement-Participato 7v Approach.
Thailand Environment Institute. 1995.

ii
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Box 2.
Policy and Perspective Plan for Enhancement and

Conservation of National Environmental Quality - 1997-2016

Commonly referred to as the 20-Year Environment Plan, the Policy and Perspective
Plan for Enhancement and Conservation of National Environmental Quality was prepared
by the Office of Environmental Policy and Planning on a directive from the NEB and ap-
proved by the RTG on November 26, 1996.

The 20-Year Plan consists of six main policy areas:

(1) Policy on Natural Resources;
(2) Policy on Pollution Prevention and Eradication;
(3) Policy on Natural and Cultural Environment;
(4) Policy on Community Environment;
(5) Policy on Environmental Education and Promotion; and
(6) Policy on Environmental Technology.

It is intended to be the 'blueprint" for integrating management and conservation of natural
resources and enhancement of environmental quality with sustainable economic and social
development. Government agencies and state enterprises will implement the 20-Year Envi-
ronment Plan according to the Enhancement and Conservation of National Environmental
Quality Act of 1992 by formulating the Environmental Quality Management Plan and Pro-
vincial Environmental Action Plans. In addition to prioritizing environmental problems, the
Plan promotes the participation of locai organizations and NGOs at all levels in the admini-
stration and management of natural resources, monitoring and compliance of environ-
mental regulations and promotion of environmental awareness.

tive body charged with environmental An emphasis on decentralization and
protection in Thailand. NEB proposes a shift to local governments. The 1992
laws, recommends fiscal measures, revisions to the NEQA decentralized
prescribes standards, and approves an- some environmental functions to the
nual national and provincial environ- provincial level. Provincial authorities
mental quality management plans. Im- (through the Department of Local Ad-
plementation of environmental and ministration) are now responsible for
natural resource responsibilities has the annual preparation of a PEAP if the
been assigned to several Government province contains a designated Envi-
ministries and agencies-- including ronmental Protection Zone (EPZ).
MoSTE, MoAC, Molnd, Ministry of However, the Governor of each Prov-
Interior (MoInt). Ministry of Commu- ince remains appointed from the central
nications, and the National Energy administration. This has raised ques-
Planning Office (see Box 3). The large tions on the meaningfulness of decen-
number of institutions involved in pro- tralization to locally elected or ap-
tection of the environment and man- pointed officials. Often the Govern-
agement of natural resources has re- ment and local officials find themselves
suited in overlapping functions, unclear in disagreement on environmental is-
delineation of responsibilities, and sues. Active involvement of local
overall reduced effectiveness to im- communities in the planning process
plement plans and programs and en- also remains a challenge.23 In 1997,
force laws related to environmental
quality. 23 The Thailand Environment Institute

has repeatedly emphasized the impor-
22 See Environment Profile, Tlhailcand. tance of people participation in its ini-

ADB. 1999 for more details. tiatives.
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amendments were made to the National tie experience or capability to handle
Constitution that established decen- these responsibilities. Assessment of
tralization as a cornerstone of Govern- the readiness of local governments to
ment policy. Section 290 of the new assume these responsibilities and iden-
Constitution states that "local adminis- tification of opportunities for local ca-
trative organizations have powers and pacity building are therefore immediate
duties to manage. preserve and exploit priorities.
natural resources and environment in
the area of the locality." This has sub-
stantially shifted new responsibilities to
local governments (below the
provincial level), which often have lit-

Box 3
Overview of Environment and Natural Resource Functions in the RTG

Ministry of Science, Technology, and the Environment (MoSTE). The three agencies
within MoSTE assigned to carry out the NEB's mandate are the Office of Environmental Policy
and Planning (OEPP), Pollution Control Department (PCD), and Department of Environmental
Quality and Promotion (DEQP). OEPP's responsibilities are to formnulate the national policy
and plan for the environment, assist in preparation of PEAPs, monitor compliance with inter-
national agreements and commitments, and evaluate ElAs for private and public projects.
PCD designs national emission and ambient standards, monitors environmental quality, de-
velops methodologies for pollution control and enforcement, and responds to public com-
plaints retated to pollution. DEQP focuses on cooperation and coordination among Govern-
ment agencies, state enterprises and the private sector and coordinates dissemination of in-
formation and data to promote public awareness and knowledge about the environment.

Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MoAC). Various cabinet resolutions and legisla-
tion charge MbAC with management of key natural resources and habitats. For example, the
Royal Forestry Department (RFD) is assigned responsibility for management of forests, man-
grove areas, and watersheds, as well as management of both terrestrial and marine protected
areas. The Department of Fisheries is charged with management of aquatic resources. Soil
conservation is the responsibility of the Land Development Department, which undertakes
land surveys to analyze suitability for development, and on this basis implements a land clas-
sification system and formulates indicative land-use plans. The Natural Resources and Biodi-
versity Institute formulates policies and programs for natural resources management, coordi-
nates natural resource activities across MoAC's agencies, other Government agencies and
stakeholder groups, and maintains a natural resource information base.

Ministry of Industry (Moind). Besides monitoring individual factory potlution control and
assisting firms with environmental problem solving, the Moind plays an important role in high-
lighting opportunities in Thailand's environmental sector. There are several Molnd agencies
engaged in environmental services. The Department of Industrial Works (DIW) monitors efflu-
ents and emissions, regulates environmental policy, and reviews the required EIA prior to is-
suing licenses. The treatment of hazardous waste is primarily the responsibility of the Office of
Industrial Environment Management. The Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (IEAT) pro-
vides environmental services such as storage of hazardous and solid waste, and centralized
wastewater treatment plants.

Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA). The BMA is the premier local government in
the country, responsible for the management of the capital city and its hinterlands. The Gover-
nor and the council are directly elected by the residents. It plays a significant role in the up-
keep of the city's environment and provision of basic services. Its mandate includes provision
of water supply; collection, treatment and disposal of wastewater and municipal solid waste;
and planning and maintenance of city roads. The BMA collects property taxes and other reve-
nue enhancing measures and receives central Government grants to finance its activities.

* See also Annex B.
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Overview of the Environment-
Trends, Responses and Challenges

FORESTS AND WATERSHEDS year between 1995 and 1998.25 The
bulk of the decline in forest cover was
due to unsustainable practices of pre-

Trends ban logging concessions. Since the ban,
illegal logging and encroachment by

Deforestation. Forests covered about farmers have been the main contribu-
53 percent of the total land area of
Thailand in 1961
but dropped drasti- Figure 3. Forest Cover in Thailand (1982 -1998)
cally to about 28
percent in 1989-at 180,000
which time a na- 160,000

tionwide logginge 14,000

ban on the coun- t r
try's terrestrial for- StioTo
est reserves was U 800
enacted (see Figrure c

3). By 1998 this D 60,000
decreased further to 4,0

just over 25 per- 20,000

cent: 2 The rate of-
decline has slowed 1982 1985 1988 1989 1991 1993 1995 1998

from 0.9 percent
per year before the tors to loss and degradation of forests.
ban to 0.4 percent per year just after the The slowdown in forest cover loss
ban and was down to 0.2 percent per

25 "Environnmental Statistics of Thailand
24 Royal Forestry Department report on 1998." National Statistic Office, Office

remote sensing interpretation, 1996. of Prime Minister.

14
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masks the continued decline in the well beyond historical rates, and im-
quality of forest stands, which is more plies a significant increase in invest-
difficult to monitor. ment.

Biodiversity. Thailand is richly en- Biodiversity and protected areas. The
dowed with flora and fauna species, protected area system covers 16 percent
which are spread across 15 terrestrial of the total land area of the country (50
ecosystems and a large variety of million rai) and consists of 65 terres-
freshwater and marine ecosystems. The trial parks, 44 wildlife sanctuaries, 54
country's biodiversity is high because non-hunting areas, 57 forest parks, 5
it includes both the Indo-Malayan and botanical gardens and 44 arboreta. The
Asian continental biogeographical re- Government intends to increase cover-
gions, but endemism is low because of age to 19 percent of total land area (59
limited geographical isolation. How- million rai) through the addition of 50
ever, significant loss of dryland forests, terrestrial national parks, 15 wildlife
coastal mangrove forests and wetlands sanctuaries and 3 non-hunting areas.
has resulted in a decline in biodiversity. While the existing protected area sys-
Among plants, about 100 species are tem is sufficiently representative of the
classified as endangered and another country's various ecosystems, pro-
900 are considered rare or vulnerable. tected areas are not well managed and
Among animals, known extinctions in- many are "paper parks" with significant
clude various species of shrimp, fish, populations in residence.

26
reptiles, birds, and two mammalS. Watershed management. There are 25

river basins and lake systems in Thai-
Resp-nse land. A watershed classification system

based on five -eophysical variables
Forest management. To improve for- b

was introduced starting in the late
est management practices, in 1992 the 1970s to help classify watersheds ac-
RTG classified forest reserves (totaling cording to biophysical characteristics
147 million rai; up from 125 million ral and specify intended land use (for ex-
in 1982) into three distinct zones' adseifyitne adue(o x

in 1982) intohreedistiample, forest protection, grazing, etc.).
(i) conservation zone; (ii) economic o i e tr 
zone (commercial or productive for- Based on thm s system watershed classi-
ests); and (iii) agricultural zone. De- fication maps (using I square kilometer

spite the downward trend in forest
cover, the National Forest Policy has completed and approved by the Cabinet
set a target for forest cover to increase for all regions in 1992.
by 15 percent, up to 40 percent of total
land area.27 Of this amount, 15 percent Challenges
would be conservation forest and the A broad range of issues requires addi-
remailnin 25 percent comnmercital orremainng 25 ercentcommerial or tional attention to support coniservationi
productive forests. To reach this goal of ntational park-s anld wildlife sanicta-
would require extensive reforestation. aries including (i) more effective en-

forcement of the forest logging ban,

26 'Environment Profile of Thailand," through enhanced policing capabilities
ADB, 1998. (surveillance, log monitoring and log

27 A date was not specified as to when trade control technologies), better
the 40 percent target would be prosecution and tougher penalties;
achieved. (ii) more frequent monitoring of
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changes in forest cover using interpre- WATER RESOURCES
tation of satellite images and ground
truthing; (iii) increased staff capacity
through additional recruitment and fo- Trends
cused technical training; (iv) formal
demarcation of protected areas, wildlife Overuse of surface and groundwater
sanctuaries and buffer zones, in con- sources. Thailand's past three decades
sultation with local communities; of sustained and rapid economic devel-
(v) participatory development of man- opment stimulated an expansion of
agement plans for protected areas, in- demand for water services. During the
cluding buffer zone activities; 1980s alone, water demand more than
(vi) involvement of local communities doubled, from 20.5 billion cubic meters
and nongovernmental organizations per year in 1980 to 43 billion cubic
(NGOs) in implementation of man- meters in 1990, and is forecast to dou-
agement plans; and (vii) full financing ble once again in the next ten years.
of recurrent costs of management The largest use of water is for irrigation
through increased user and service con- (89.5 percent), followed by domestic
cession fees. needs (7 percent) and industrial needs

(3.5 percent). In response to the in-
Enhanced watershed management creased demand, surface water supply
would help protect the headwaters of has developed haphazardly, supple-
important river basins as well as pre- mented by a growing, unsustainable
vent large-scale soil erosion and down- reliance on groundwater. The effects of
stream sedimentation. Key measures the 1998-99 drought have exacerbated
include (i) formal demarcation of Wa- the situation. Supply has not kept pace
tershed Class IA and IB areas28 and with demand and this has resulted in
development of management plans for the following:
these areas in consultation with local
communities; (ii) rehabilitation of * Water reserves are currently at an
steeply sloping denuded areas, includ- all-time low in the county's two
ing reforestation and other soil erosion largest dams-Bhumibol on the
control measures as appropriate; Ping River and Sirikit on the Nan
(iii) engagement of local communities River. Reserves in the dams have
and NGOs in protection of watershed fallen to under 3.6 billion cubic
areas; and (iv) research and extension meters, less than half the normal
support for new agricultural technolo- levels of 8 to 10 billion cubic me-
gies to stabilize shifting cultivation and ters and well below the two dams'
establish sustainable upland farming combined net storage capacity of
systems, including agro-forestry and 16 billion cubic meters.
community forestry. * Only 35 percent of the irrigable

area in the lower Chao Phraya, the
country's main agricultural area,
receives sufficient water during the
dry season in a good year.

In the BMR, groundwater pumping
of 1.5 million cubic meters per day
is currently nearly double the esti-28 Classes IA and I B represent the most mt sustaina ble yeo 800,00

ecologically sensitive watersheds. mated sustainable yield of 800,000
cubic meters per day from the aqui-
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fer, and the resulting land subsi- has been conducted to evaluate this
dence is a major economic and en- trend.
vironmental issue.

* Similarly in some rural areas, in- Response
creasin- water scarcity has led toi t Government response to these trends
an unsustainable reliance on can be broadly classified under two
groundwater. In the drought year of headings: i) water resource manage-
1994 for instance, an estimated me
50,000 irrigation wells were sunk ment and ti wastewater investments.
in the lower Chao Phraya Basin eit esatabihe fother, the Gov-
alone. ernment established the Office of the

National Water Resources Committee
Deteriorating water quality. Despite (NWRC) in 1996 to coordinate water
effluent and water quality standards, resource management activities. The
surface water quality in Thailand's NWRC oversaw the drafting of a new
major rivers shows a deteriorating Water Law, which has not yet been
trend. In 1997, the Pollution Control submitted to the Cabinet for approval.
Department (PCD) undertook a water The draft law explicitly calls for the
quality survey of the country and found establishment of river basin organiza-
that 14 percent of surface water re- tions to facilitate management of water
sources are in good condition (suitable within hydrological boundaries of ma-
for aquatic animals and general human jor river basins; responsibility for na-
consumption), 49 percent are in aver- tional coordination remains with
age condition (usable for agriculture NWRC. In 1997. the Government
and general consumption), and the re- completed a comprehensive Chao
maining 37 percent are of low quality Phraya Basin Water Management
(see Figure 4). Pollution from domestic Strategy, which supports the early es-

sewage is problematic Figure 4. Quality of Surface Water in Thailand
throughout the country, Pollution Control Department Survey in 1997
with surface water re-
sources in central 14%
Thailand the most 370/ high quaiity
degraded, containing high El average quality
levels of coliform bacteria. vaverage quality
Another increasing D low quality
concern is the rise of am- %
monium nitrates in water,
which endangers aquatic
resources. Industrial pollution is most tablishment of the Chao Phraya River
severe in the BMR due to industrial Basin Organization. This will serve as
concentration, especially in the Chao a model for other basins in the country.
Phraya and Lower Thachine Rivers. With respect to wastewater invest-
The lower reaches of the Chao Phraya ments, the Government committed
River are always low in dissolved oxy- $550 million for wastewater collection
gen, averaging only 0.8 milligrams per and treatment systems in the BMA in
liter, compared to 5 milligrams per liter 1998. Similar investments are also un-
considered suitable for consumption. der consideration for secondary cities
Groundwater quality is also thought to and towns.
be deteriorating but little monitoring
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Challenges (ii) formulating water resource man-
agement plans for major watersheds,

Issues related to instittitionial responisi- and (iii) adopting mechanisms for re-
bilities and user cliarge policies repre- allocation of water from low-value to
sent the first set of challenges for water high-value uses.
resource management. Responsibility
for water management is divided COASTAL RESOURCES
among 30 agencies in six ministries;
water quality responsibilities have
similarly been assigned to several Trends
agencies. Inter-agency cooperation is
weak and therefore clarifying institu- Fisheries. Between 1981 and 1995,
tional arrangements is a high priority fisheries catch and production in-
for the Government. Cost-recovery creased at a rate of 4.3 percent per year,
policies for wastewater collection and from 2.0 million tons to 3.6 million.
treatment and user charge policies for Fueling this growth has been a dra-
water are also poorlv designed and matic increase of 1] .8 percent per year
rarely implemented. This has resulted in coastal aquaculture and freshwater
in unsustainable investments (that is, fish production. Analyzing fish pro-
inability to cover operation and main- duction by sub-sector in 1995 reveals

that 79 percent of production is derived

Figure 5. Annual Catch and Production of Fish (1984-1998)

3,500 -

3,000 ___ 3

2,500 _ __ _ _ 3

0 2,000 -

o 1,500 - --

1,000 - --

500 __ 3

84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98

marine fish catch - - - freshwater fish catch - - -fish/shrimp production

tenance costs) and perverse incentives from marine capture, 10 percent from
(such as use of water for irrigation). coastal aquaculture, and 5 percent each
Review and rationalization of these from inland capture and freshwater
policies is a high priority. culture (see Figure 5). However, in

terms of the total value of fisheries
A ecndse fhalegs rproduction (estimated at 96 billion baht

volves around integrated water re- in 1995), the marine capture fishery

souirce manaiageinett. In addition to in- ributed only 47 percent, to coastal
stitutional reform, key measures to en- cutur 
sure more effective use of scarce water qautrs43pce,anthi-

sure more effeciveIueofcr land capture and freshwater aquacul-
resources include (i) finalizing and en-
acting the draft Water Law;
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ture subsectors each contributed about programs emphasized management and
5 percent. conservation. The rapid development of

Mangroves. Thailand lost more than aquaculture was led by the private
halfrits.mangrove forest area between sector, principally small farmers, with

half its mangrove forest area between litl ineveto or ovrih byth
1961 (372,000 hectares) and 1993 lDttle intervention or oversight by the
(168,000 hectares). From a high of ap- DOF.
proximately 13,000
hectares per year of Figure 6. Mangrove Forest Area (19791996)
mangrove forest lost
nationwide between 5° r
1979 and 1986, the rate 3,000

of decline decreased to
2.600 hectares per year 2,500

from 1991 to 1993. The E 2,000 --
loss rate slowed further gn 1.500

in the mid-1990s, with
mangrove area decliningr 1OU00

only 1,000 hectares, to 500
167,000 hectares in
1996.29 Analysis of end 1979 1986 1989 1991 1993 1996

land use using remote
sensing data indicated that a large part Marine biodiversity and protected ar-
(66 percent) of this decline was due to eas. The Royal Forestry Department
the combined effect of clear-felling for (RFD) is charged with management of
timber, firewood and charcoal; and Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). There
clearing for agriculture, salt evapo- were 18 marine national parks in Thai-
ration ponds, road and port develop- land covering 3 million rai as of 1998.
ment, and mining.30 The single largest Currently about 60 percent of the
end use (32 percent) was shrimp farm county's coral reef areas and other im-
development, although it could not be portant marine habitats such as seagrass
determined from the remote sensing beds, marine turtle nesting sites, and
images whether shrimp ponds were de- mangrove forests are located within
veloped directly from virgin mangrove MPAs. Household and industrial
or from former mangrove areas that wastes and sedimentation have had
had already been cleared for other pur- negative impacts on important coastal
poses. See Figure 6. and marine habitats, such as seagrasses

and coral reefs.
Response

Challenges
Fisheries and aquaculture manage-
ment. The focus of the Department of Coastal resources need to be more ef-
Fisheries has traditionally been on de- fectively managed to reduce economic
velopment and only recently have DOF and social conflicts. Key measures in-

clude (i) strengthening the policy and

29 Forest Statistics of Thailand, 1996. regulatory framework to support inte-
30 Conclusion reached by Joint Working grated planning and coordinated man-

Committee of RED. DOF, DLD and agement of coastal resources; (ii)
NRC. minimizing adverse impacts of major

coastal activities through land use
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planning and zoning of areas appropri- tion of these areas has not changed and
ate for aquaculture and tourism; (iii) therefore people are less willing to in-
banning further conversion of man- vest in land they do not own. A related
grove areas and replanting converted issue is the inability to legally title land
areas as appropriate; and (iv) refocus- within I kilometer of "forest areas"
ing research and extension on sustain- unless the boundary has been demar-
able aquaculture practices including cated by the RFD and the Land Devel-
development of disease-resistant stocks. opment Department (LDD). The proc-

Improved management of capture ess of boundary demarcation should be
mt o eexpedited to allow land titling to pro-

fisheries is needed to control overhar- eed t allow land titlingdtop
vesting and the resulting decrease incatc-pe-unt-efor andloto issues of security, land titling is im-
catch-per-unit-effort and loss of re- y,
source rents. Key measures include portant because it facilitates access to
(i) updating maximum sustainable yield credit, which is a priority for Thai

(i) updating maximum sustainable farmers. Inability to access credit con-
and maximum economic yield esti-
mates for major fishing areas and spe- tnbutes to Inadequate investment 'n
cies; (ui) establishing a co-management land improvement and poor land man-
framework for cooperative manage- agement.
ment by Government, private sector Degraded lands and salinization. It is
and fishing communities; (iii) reducing estimated that soil erosion affects be-
the level of fishing effort in line with tween 17 and 21 million hectares in
maximum economic yield through Thailand, resulting in on-farm and off-
systematic retiring of boats and gear; farm impacts. Further loss of soil nutri-
and (iv) restricting new entries and ents through leaching is estimated at
capturing a higher portion of resource over 27 million tons per year. Saliniza-
rents, through significantly increased tion is a problem in the northeast as
license fees and other charges. well as in the south along the coast. In

the arid northeast, the problem is
LAND caused by irrigation with saline water.

The LDD estimates that 105 million rai
are prone to severe salinization and an-

Trends other 16 million rai to medium or low
salinization. In the south salinization

Land titling and tenure. Thailand's results from expansion of brackish wa-
total land area is about 51 million hec- ter aquaculture areas (estimated at
tares. Of this approximately 38 to 39 16.000 hectares) inland from the coast.
million hectares are officially desig-
nated as public land and 12 to 13 mil- Response
lion hectares are designated as private
land. Despite the official designations, There are numerous Govemment agen-
over half the land area of the country is cies engaged in land allocation and ti-
occupied by permanent residents. On dlinig, but the four principal agencies are
public lands, only about half the esti- (i) Department of Lands (Ministry of
mated number of occupants have occu- the Interior), which is the only agency
pation certificates. Challenges in land that can issue the full title of deed un-
titling emerge in part from the inability der the 1954 Land Code; (ii) Depart-
to title land classified as "forest areas." ment of Public Welfare, which issues
Permanent residents reside in many Nor Sor 3 Kor (NS3K) tenancy certifi-
"forest areas," however the classifica- cates in resettlement areas that can be
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converted after a period of time into strengthening the policy and regulatory
certificates of utilization and ultimately framework to support integrated land
titles of deed; (iii) Agricultural Land use planning and zoning; refocusing re-
Reform Office, which issues Sor Por search and extension on sustainable ag-
Kor (SPK) tenancy certificates to riculture practices and piloting these
squatters on public lands for a maxi- approaches; and establishing a co-
mum of 50 rai per person; and management framework for participa-
(iv) RFD, which issues Sor Tor Kor tory land use planning and management
(STK) tenancy certificates for I rai to by Government and local communities.
squatters encroaching on natural forest
reserve areas, and the right to lease up AIR QUALITY
to 50 rai from RFD. The intent of
RFD's STK program was to reduce
forest encroachment, by establishing Trends
permanent settlements in areas desig-
nated by RFD as appropriate for agri- Transport sectorir pollution. Ve-
culture. However, the program has not hicular air pollution is most severe in
been able to keep pace with the demand Bangkok, and the analysis here is lim-
for land in upland areas, and problems ited to the city. The ten-year old air
with encroachment in forest reserves monitoring network in Bangkok con-
continue. sists of 17 stations and monitors TSP,

PM1o, CO, Pb (lead), SO2, NOR. OX
Soil conservation is the responsi- (ozone), HC (hydrocarbons), meteoro-

bility of the LDD (MoAC), which un- logical parameters, and other specific
dertakes surveys to analyze land suit- pollutants as needed. Trends from
ability for development, and on this ba- monitoring data indicate:
sis implements a land classification
system. The LDD also formulates land * Particulate matter: The annual
use plans, but these are not binding. mean TSP curbside level of 480
Currently, there is no systematic pro- micrograms per cubic meter (aver-
gram in Thailand to address land deg- age from 1988-1997) exceeds the
radation, although LDD has undertaken annual average standard of 330 mi-
some limited pilot projects with donor crograms per cubic meter. For 1997
assistance. the TSP in non-traffic dominated

sites was 120 micrograms per cubic

Challenges meter. While the frequency of ex-
ceeding the daily TSP standards is

Enhanced management is needed to re- over 70 percent at the curbside lo-
duce land degradation and resource de- cations, it is only 2 percent at the
pletion. Important steps to improve non-traffic-dominated sites. The
land management include (i) continua- sources of TSP are reported to be
tion and completion of ongoing pro- 40 percent from diesel, 40 percent
grams of land titling and land tenancy road dust and 20 percent from in-
certification on both private and public dustry and others. The 1994 World
lands; and (ii) reclassification of "forest Bank study on the urban environ-
areas" to reflect land use patterns more ment estimates that a 20 percent
accurately, and formal demarcation of reduction in the concentration of
forest boundaries-both of which TSP would generate annual health
would facilitate land titling initiatives.
A broader set of challenges includes
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benefits between $400 million and tween $300 million and $1.5 bil-
$1.6 billion. 31 lion. These benefits have been

more than realized in the steep de-
cline in lead concentrations since

curbside sites reflect an upward 1990.32
trend since 1992 and have always
exceeded the standard. The daily Energy sector-airpollution. Over the
standard for PM10 (120 micrograms past fifteen years, energy demand (es-
per cubic meter) is exceeded 21 pecially for electric power) has con-
percent of the time at the curbside stantly increased in response to eco-
monitors and 13 percent of the time nomic development and today it is five
at non-traffic-dominated sites. times the 1986 consumption of 4,180

megawatts. However, power generation
* Candw0 eight-houor avera cTheonent- is not currently considered among the
and eight-hour averag_e concentra- major contributors to air pollution, and
tions of curbside ambient CO occa- is localized in areas where power plants
sionally exceed the standards (<I are found. In Mae Moh, 13 power
percent). Even though the vehicle plants with an installed capacity of
population has increased exponen- 2,626 megawatts are responsible for
tially, CO levels have declined over excessive levels of sulfur dioxide. Fol-
the last decade. This is due to fleet i
modernization, enforcement of lowing a serious incident caused by its
emoissions standards,clessntraf power plants in 1992, the Electricity
emissions standards, less traf- Generating Authority of Thailand
fic congestion due to more (EGAT) introduced a comprehensive
roads and highways,
and improvements in

fuel quality (oxygenate Figure 7. Lead Pollution in Bangkok (1988-1997)
requirements).

* Lead: Ambient lead A
levels have dropped 5 X _-- 

precipitously since the in- /
troduction of unleaded 4 1____*,____
gasoline in 1992 (see
Figure 7). Current average 'a -
curbside concentrations '
are reported to be 0.12 2
micrograms per cubic -,
meter (factor of 10 less 1 - ___-�_ __

than the 1991 level of 1.5 . '.

micrograms per cubic _=.

meter). The 1994 World 0
Bank study also estimated 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97
that a 20 percent reduction - - maximum - 95th percentile --- average - standard

in lead concentrations
would result in health benefits be- policy for environmental protection and

accorded full departmental status to its
environmental unit. The environmental31 "Thailand: Mitigating Pollution and

Congestion Impacts in a High-Growth
Economy," World Bank. 1994. 32 Ibid.
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compliance of EGAT's power gener- untary building energy codes and ap-
ating plants has significantly improved. pliance efficiency standards; (iii) iden-

tified a class of large energy users as
Response "controlled facilities" and required that

they hire energy managers, conduct en-
The Government has taken a strong and ergy studies and develop energy con-
targeted approach to addressing air servation plans; and (iv) established the
pollution in Banigkok-perhaps more so Energy Conservation Promotion Fund
than for any other environmental prob- (ECF), financed largely through taxes
lem. Specific initiatives include: on refinery products, to support such

* Improvements in fuel quality (un- activities.
leaded, oxygenates and gasoline In addition the Cabinet gave the
reformulation, reduction of sulfur EGAT the legal mandate and authority
and reformulation of diesel, low to pursue Demand-Side Management
smoke lube oil). (DSM) programs, targeting appliances

in six categories that significantly con-
* Construction of new roads, smple- tribute to Thailand's electricity demand

mentation of mass transit system growth-lighting measures, air condi-
projects, traffic management and tioners, refrigerators, freezers, ballasts
reductlons In vehicle kilometers and motors. In December 1992, the
traveled (bus lane, system reform, Demand-Side Management Office
reversible lane, parking restric- (DSMO) was created within EGAT to
tions, enforcement of traffic laws, take the lead in the design, implemen-
flexible working hours, catalytic tation and evaluation of DSM pro-
converters required for cars). grams. The DSM Sub-Committee was

* Improvements in emissions stan- established to oversee the progress of
dards for new and in-use motor ve- DSM implementation.
hicles. According to its engineering esti-

* Improvement of vehicle inspection mates, the DSMO has exceeded its
and maintenance system and road original load reduction and energy
side inspections. savings targets, achieving about 383

megawatts of peak load reduction and
* Fuel switching for private cars and 1,868 megawatts in annual energy

tuk-tukis. savings as of March 31, 1998, which

* Control of dust on the roads and also meant a significant reduction in
from construction. CO, emissions. Efforts are underway to

verify these estimates with end-use
In 1992 the RTG approved legisla- metering, customer and manufacturer

tion establishing the Enertgy Contserva- surveys, distributor sales data and bill-
tiont Promnotion Act, which increased ing information. The DSMO has com-
the level of commitment and resources pleted one program (high-efficiency
available to implement a comprehen- fluorescent tube lamps), is implement-
sive national energy efficiency pro- ing thirteen programs (refrigerators, air
gram. The Act (i) formalized the re- conditioners, green buildings, industrial
sponsibilities of the Department of En- cost reduction, industrial energy service
ergy Development and Promotion company [ESCO] development, mo-
(DEDP) as the lead Government tors, compact fluorescent lamps, street
agency for energy conservation; (ii) lighting, thermal storage, standby gen-
gave DEDP the authority to issue vol-
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eration, interruptible load, time-of-use financing from the ECF, although a
tariffs and awareness raising) and is number of Government buildings have
preparing three programs (ballasts, new received investment support from
buildings and green leaf). In addition, DEDP. MoSTE is planning to allocate
building codes have been enacted, a significant portion of the ECF to be
regulating the energy consumption of used as a credit line to develop an
commercial facilities (1995) and in- ESCO market in Thailand for both in-
dustrial facilities (1997). An important dustrial and commercial building. Yet,
measure of the success of the DSM given the unfamiliarity of commercial
Program is EGAT's explicit inclusion banks with ESCO and the perceived
of DSM in its integrated energy re- risks associated with such investments,
source planning for the 8th National commercial financial institutions have
Economic and Social Development been unwilling to provide financing,
Plan (NESDP). The Plan includes sup- despite the high returns in many cases.
ply-side investments as well as a load There exists a limited understanding of
reduction target of 1.400 megawatts by ESCO services among huilding owners
2001 as a direct result of DSM meas- as well as a lack of familiarity for proj-
ures. ect risk allocation. There is also a gen-

eral lack of awareness of the cost sav-
Challenges ings potential from energy efficiency

investments among building owners /
The ability of Bangkok to attract in- managers. The perceived creditworthi-
vestments is determined in part by its ness of these potential customers, par-
livability and transport efficiency; ad- ticularly given the requirements for 5-7
dressing air pollution issues therefore year performance contracts, has also
would enhance the city's competitive- hindered ESCO activities. These latter
ness. Four main tasks requiring atten- harriers have only been exacerbated by
tion emerge: (i) an integrated strategy the recent economic recession.
linking urban transport, mass transit,
and air quality should be developed; SOLID AND HAZARDOUS
(ii) a coordinated approach to air pol- WASTES
lution control led by BMA and involv-
ing other agencies and private sector
partners needs to be initiated; (iii) the Trends
technical capacity of BMA and other
agencies needs to be substantially Bangkok accounted for a quarter of the
strengthened; and (iv) steps to reduce 13 million tons of household solid
the rise in photochemical, nitrogen ox- waste generated in the country in 1996;
ides, and HC pollution need to be sup- collection efficiency increased from 80
ported. percent to over 95 percent in the same

Despite the Government's com- period. However, in secondarv towns
mitment to energy conservation and ef- and cities the level is well below 80
ficiency, the ELC has disbursed little to percent. The daily generation rate hasficiency, the ECF has disbursedlittleto doubled to 8,500 tons since 1989. Also,
date. The application process is lengthy .m t
and bureaucratic and DEDP lacks suf- 1.5 mllion tons of industral hazardous
ficient staff and expertise to evaluate waste and 4,000 tons of healthcare

waste were generated in 1995 in Bang-
the preliminary and investment grade an
audits submitted so far. No privately
owned facility has yet received project
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crease in the rate of generation for all sessments) to stimulate private partici-
categories of waste. pation in this sector.

Response TRANSBOUNDARY ISSUES

The BMA and municipalities are plac- Thailand is a signatory country of
ing more importance on garbage col- many international conventions de-
lection, as seen from the improvements signed to address transboundary issues
in collection infrastructure and effi- including ozone depletion, global
ciency. However, environmentally safe warming, biodiversity, transportation
disposal remains a major problem. of hazardous waste, pollution from
Bangkok has two engineered landfills land-based activities, and oil spills.
that process about half the waste gener- Thailand's commitments and obliga-
ated, but other cities have none. Phuket tions to these conventions, however,
City constructed an incinerator but dis- vary significantly depending on the de-
continued its use due to excessive op- velopment objectives and implementa-
eration and maintenance costs. Re- tion mechanisms of the conventions
cently however agreement was reached and the institutional capacity within the
for the central Government to finance country. Regarding ozone depleting
the operating costs of the incinerator. substances (ODS), Thailand ratified the
There are two privately operated haz- Vienna Convention (1985) and the
ardous waste treatment facilities, but Montreal Protocol (MP) (1987) in July
neither can process solvent-containing 1989, the London Amendment (1989)
wastes. The RTG is also encouraging in June 1992, and the Copenhagen
industry to introduce pollution preven- Amendment (1992) in December 1995.
tion techniques to reduce the generation The DIW of the Molnd is the key im-
of hazardous waste. Healthcare waste plementing agency and significant pro-
in Bangkok is incinerated. gress has been made to reduce ODS us-

age. The country has also ratified the
Challenges Framework Convention on Climate

Change (FCCC) and its subsequent
A comprehensive national plan is re- protocol (Kyoto Protocol) and the
quired to address solid and hazardous Basel Convention, but has not ratified
waste management. This should pro- the Biodiversity Convention or
mote (i) waste minimization and sepa- MARPOL. The Office of Environ-
ration; (ii) improvements in solid waste mental Policy and Planning (OEPP) of
collection levels, recycling, recovery, MoSTE is the focal point for the
composting, and final disposal in sani- FCCC, Kyoto Protocol, and Biodiver-
tary landfills; (iii) a decrease in use and sity Convention. The PCD of MoSTE
generation of hazardous substances in is the focal point for Basel while DIW
manufacturing industries, and their safe is the implementing agency. The Har-
and environmentally sound disposal; bor Department of the Ministry of
(iv) construction of additional treat- Transport and Communication (MoTC)
ment and disposal facilities; (v) intro- is the focal point and implementing
duction of Polluter Pays Principle and agency for MARPOL.
incentive mechanisms; and (vi)
strengthening local government capac-
ity (for example in conducting risk as-
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Trends of greenhouse gases. CH4 is the second
most important (25 percent) and is

Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS). mainly generated from decomposition
ODS are used mainly in the manufac- of organic matter under oxygen defi-
turing and service sectors as refriger- cient conditions (such as waterlogged
ants, cleaning solvents, aerosols, fire paddy fields, landfill., wastewater
extinguishers and blowing agents for treatment plants, and wetland). N?O is
various foam products. Thailand is not generated from fertilizer (organic, ni-
an ODS producer; most of the sub- trogen-based), industrial processes,
stances are imported, and consumption biomass buming and other sources.
per capita is less than 0.3 kilo- Other coniventions. Information related
grams/year; Thailand is therefore con- to biodiversity. hazardous waste trans-
sidered an Article 5 country. Based on port, land-based sources of pollution,
the import data, ODS consumption in- and oil spills is relatively limited and
creased from 2,812 metric tons ODP scattered compared to that for ODS and
(or 14,330 metric tons) in 1986 to GHG.
8,893 metric tons ODP (or 15,648 met-
ric tons) in 1991. Of the 1991 amount, Response
37 percent were used in solvent clean-
ing, 26 percent in air conditioning, 17 ODS. In line with MP obligations, a
percent in foam blowing, 11 percent in country program on ODS phaseout was
refrigeration, 6 percent in fire extin- prepared and approved by the MP in
guishing, and 3 percent in aerosols. 1993. The program calls for (i) zero
Since 1994, the country program has import of Halon 1211 in 1994 and Ha-
been actively implemented and a sig- Ion 1301 in 1995, and phasing out of
nificant amount of ODS was phased Halon in the service sector by end
out. According to the import data, ODS 1998; (ii) zero import of CFCs (11, 12)
imports were steadily reduced from and phasing out of CFCs (113, 114
9,537 metric tons ODP (or 17,744 met- 115) CC14, and TCA by end 1998, and
ic tons) in 1992 to 4,514 metric tons (iii) phasing out of CFCs (I1, 12) in the

ODP (or 5,wil86 metric tons) in 1997. service sector. To achieve these objec-
This amount will be reduced further in tives, the Government has initiated a
line with the targets established by the number of investment programs

MP* through UNDP, UNIDO, and the
Global warming. CO2, CH4, and N2 0 World Bank, and funding was provided
are the major greenhouse gases (GHG) to enterprises for the incremental costs.
causing climate change and their gen- During the early stage of the program,
eration will largely increase propor- efforts were placed on phasing out
tionate to the country's economic de- ODS usage in the manufacturing sector
velopment and population. CO, is the (mainly air conditioning and refrigera-
most important GHG and is generated tion). In addition, the institutional ca-
primarily from combustion of fossil fu- pacity of key agencies and exchange of
els and deforestation. CO, accounts for information have been supported
about 73 percent of the total generation through UNDP and UNEP programs.

The Government also issued a regula-
tion to control import of ODS throu-h33 Ozone Depleting Potential. which r r 

c . a quota system. After nearly sevennormalizes to a common unit all ODS
with varying damage potential. years of implementation of the ODS

phaseout project, ODS consumption in
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the manufacturing sector has been al- that meeting the targets will not be easy
most completely eliminated. and 3-5 years delay may be inevitable.

Global warming. Since the FCCC was There are four key challenges. FirstGlobl waming Sine th FCC was ODS are safe substances, cheap, and
established long after the MP, specific Onx to humans eso fi nd

L_ ~~~~~~nontoxic to humans so finding a re-
targets and agreements on the phaseout
mechanism have not been reached. In placement has not been easy-techno-
1997, the Kvoto Protocol established logical development, cost-effectiveness
clear targets for Article 1 (developed) and safety of alternatives are often the
countries during 2008-2012 relative to problem. The second challenge is the
1990 levels. Despite the lack of obliga- management difficulty and cost-

tion onGHGreduction,theTG has effectiveness of the investment pro-
tion on GHGe reduction, the RTG has gram. Most larse enterprises manu-
implemented a program to reduce CO, a M t lp

facturing sector) have already phased
discharae from the energry sector- 
throh a . S out ODS while small and medium en-

throu-h a DSM program. Several
studies were also undertaken to estab- terprises (SMEs) that have very limited
lish the 1990 baseline data and develop technical knowledge and financial ca-
a country strategy for GHG.34 Funding pacity to comply with the country pro-

assistane fromteGlobalEnviron gram remain a priority. The third chal-assistance from the Global Environ- - y
ment Facility (GEF) has been re- lenge is dealing with the service sector.

ment Facility (GEF) has been re- Pulcndrtdigadhecor-
quested. The Government has also es- tublic understanding and the coopera-
tablished an energy conservation fund tion of vehicle owners and consumers

aimd spcill a bg uidigs of the other related products are lim-
ited. Effective public information and

Other conventions. The RTG at- dissemination programs will need to be
tempted to ratify the Biodiversity Con- undertaken. but unfortunately these ac-
vention but objections from NGOs and tivities are not eligible for MP funding.
academia have led to significant delay. The fourth challenge is adequate insti-
A national policy and action plan for tutional capacity and cooperation of
1998-2002 to conserve biodiversity key agencies.
(genetic, species, ecosystem) was es-
tablished and approved by the Cabinet Global warmptng. There are at least
in 1997. However, implementation of three important issues related to global
these activities is unclear. As for the warming. First, knowledge to estimate
Basel Convention, DIW has established sources and sinks, especially those
Base convention.tem DIW h thasesTalisd from land use changes, is limited. Sec-
a contol sstem hrouhtheToxi ond, the 1990 data suggest that defor-
Substance Act, although monitoring n,te 90dt sgetthtdfr

SubstanceAct althoh mito . estation and land use changes are the
reporting and coordination amoncr key 
rgeportin andear coordinan lamng. keymajor source of GHG; reduction efforts

may therefore have significant impacts

Challenges on the acricultural sector. And third.
the institutional capacity of key agen-

ODS. Despite active implementation of cies is limited, with GHG reduction re-ODS. espie actve iplemetatin of ponsbilities assigned to several agen-
the ODS project, experience indicates cies.

34 These studies include the National Other conventions. The major issue
Communication of Thailand, National with respect to biodiversity is how and
Action Plan on Climate Change of when the country will be ready to ratify
Thailand. Asia Least-Cost Greenhouse the Convention. It is expected that the
Gas Abatement Strategy. promulgation process of a national law
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will take about one to two years. Emer-
gency plans for oil spills, effective
control of land-based sources of pollu-
tion and transportation of hazardous
wastes also remain unaddressed.



4

Setting Priorities

FRAMEWORK analyzing and identifying priorities for
World Bank assistance in the fourth

Priorities for World Bank assistance step. The final step lays out the pro-
have been identified through extensive posed World Bank assistance strategy.
consultations with the Government and
other partners and a review of relevant Step 1: Assessing the Trends
analytical work from previous World
Bank and non-World Bank studies. A A review of the current environmental
five-step approach has been adopted to trends and responses presented in the
set priorities. The first step assesses the earlier section reveals the problems.
key environmental and natural resource Identified below in Table 2 are the en-
trends. Causes are analyzed and needed vironmental resources and attributes
reforms identified in the second step. that have a higher order of visible and
The third step defines the objectives perceived degradation in the country.
and scope of RTG-World Bank col-
laboration, which serves as the basis for

Table 2. Priority Environmental Trends
Key Trends Severity Location
Declining water quality in Chao Phrava Hiah Chao Phraya River Basin
_ncreasinwater scarcity High Countrv-wide
Declining air guality ahBnkok and near power plants
Loss of critical habitats Hih Protected areas

Watershed degradation Medium
Rising generation of solid and hazardous Medium Bangkok, secondary towns and
wastes industrial zones

Declining marine and freshwater resources Medium
Land degradation Medium
Declining forest cover Low

29
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Step 2: Analyzing the Causes and mental resources. The series of reform
Identifying the Changes charts that follows outlines the causes

underlying these challenges and the
The preceding section sketched the corresponding policy and institutional
broad challenges that Thailand faces in corrections and investment needs.
protecting and restoring its environ-

Economic instruments - pollution charges
Review of environmental standards

-Policies -Public disclosure
Facilitating adoption of clean production
Promotion of ISO 4000

Industry Strengthened monitoring and enforcement

-Institutions -Separate promotion and protection function
Restructured environmental fund
Information service for pollution control

Lower
Chao -Investments - Wastewater treatment plants
Phraya

-.Policis Tarification - cost recovery
Information on water quality

-Domestic Water and wastewater united
-DInstitutions Restructured environmental fund

Streamlining of sources of funding

-Investments -Wastewater treatment plants

Run-off Same as below

Other _ Strengthened PEAP
Urban - Same as above + People participation

Identification of hot spots

Domestic Community awareness program

- Policies

Rural L Review of farmer aid program
Run-off --Institutions Extension serviceK Creation of basin organization

-Investments - Better irrigation system

Reform Chart 1: Water Quality Degradation
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Establishment of water allocation instruments

Policies Pricinq of water includinq tradable water riqhts
Reqistration of water riqhts
Policies for qroundwater use implemented

Irrigation Establishment of river basin authorities

- Institutions Aqricultural extension services
Strengthened monitoring and enforcement
functions and inter-aqencV cooperation

Investments -Better irriqation Svstem
Rural

.Policies . Economic instruments

-- Domestic | Identification of hotspots

-DInstitutions -none

Investments- none

-Drought - none

-Industrial - none
See Reform Chart 1: Water Qualitv Deoradafion

F Policies - Review/reduction of reliance on qroundwater

-Industrial Strengthened monitoring and enforcement
- Institutions -functions and inter-aqencv cooperation

BMR
-Investments-New water supplies

Domestic See Reform Chart 1: Water Quality Dearadation

Other Urban None

Reform Chart 2: Water Scarcity

Integration of different modes of transport
Policies Progressive reduction of subsidies

Restricted addition of new 2-stroke engines and phase
out of existing ones

-Transport Incentives to upgrade transport tieet
-Tasot-Institutions -Improved coordination between BMA, LDD, and PCD

Strengthened enforcement measures of LTD and
Traffic Police

-Investments j Road construction
Bangkok Improved mass transit

-Policies J Support for cleaner production technology
Economic instruments

-Industry LInstitutions Enforcement shifted from DIW to MoSTE
Community-based monitoring

Investments - Private sector investment

Policies - Development of ESCO market
Power

-Institutions - Streamlined ECF application process

Secondary LTransport - Subset of above

Cities EIndustry - Subset of above

Reform Chart 3: Air Quality
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Policies . Coordination between MoSTE and MoAC
-Policies Reduced incentives for fishinq

Dissemination of qood fishinq practices
-Poor fishing practices - Institutions Coprtv ihn fot rcieHCooperative fishinq efforts

Retrofitting fishing fieet on a sustainable
-Investments basis

-Marine -oies Review of land use planninq for manqroves
Mano F oiest Ban on mantrove conversion

Magrvecoves.o Increased awarenessMarineve conerio -_Institutions Improved community based monitoring and

. ~~~~~~~~~~enforcementK Investments- Reforestation

Water pollution

Deforestation

Terrestrial - Encroachment See Reform Chart 5: Watershed Dearadation

Poachinq

Reform Chart 4: Loss of Critical Habitat

Continuation of ongoing land titling/tenancy programs
Policies Reclassification of "forest areas" to reflect land-use patterns

more accurately
Increased urban employment opportunities

Land conversion Enforcement of watershed use regulations
--Institutionis jAgricultural extension service

Llnvestments Funds for adoption of new agricultural technology
eforestation

-Policies Review of concessionaire agreements
Review of tax and royalty structure

-Logging - Institutions - Enforcement of watershed use regulations

Investments - Same as above

-Policies - None

-Infrastructure -Institutions - Strengthened EIA review and monitoring capacity

L Investments _Same as above

[Policies - Implementation of land titling/ tenancy programs

-Migration Institutions - None

Investments - Same as above

Reform Chart 5: Watershed Degradation
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Review of zoning/ land use plans for

Policies -mangroves
Ban on further conversion of
mangroves

High demand for Improved awareness
fuelwood Improved community-based

-Institutions - monitoring and enforcement
Refocus on research and extension

Mangroves of sustainable aquaculture practices

Investments - Reforestation

-Agricultural - Same as above
conversion

_ Shrimp farm -Same as above
development

Updated MSY/MEY for fishing

-Policies -areas/ species
Restricted entry of new effort

Excessive fishing through increased fees/ charges
fleet

Institutions ._ Coordination between DoF, MoSTE,
MoAC

Investments

Policies Incentives/ bans on fishing practices

Destructive
Fisheries - fishing practices -Institutions - Dissemination of best practice
marine and
freshwater -Investments - Retrofitting fishing fleet

Mangrove - Same as above
conversion

-Policies _ Review use of pesticides/ Review
number of MPAs

Effluents and Coordination between DoF, MoAC,
agricultural Institutions -DIW

run-off Agricultural extension services
Community-based monitoring

Investments - None

Reform Chart 6: Declining Marine and Freshwater Resources
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-Policies - [See Watershed Degradation

- Agricultural Institutions - Strenqthened LDD
practices

Investments - Funds for adoption of new agricultural
technoloqv

R uralRurl -Policies - Economic instruments

-Salinization -Institutions - Same as above

Investments - None

Waste - Same as below

Economic instruments
Incentive for reducinq household waste
Involvement of private sector

-Policies -Review of toxic waste requlation
Transport and disposal of toxic waste
Cost sharing between national and local
qovernments

-U rban - Waste
Strengthened capacity of municipalities

-Institutions Opportunities promoted for community
initiatives

Toxic waste treatment facilities in BMA

-Investments -Privately owned hazardous waste treatment

Disposal facilities in secondarv cities

Reform Chart 7: Land Degradation

Step 3: Derining the Scope of environmental protection. On the first
RTG-World Bank Collaboration objective, the ongoing economic crisis

and recovery will continue to require
The next step is to define the scope and attention and resources from several
objectives of RTG-stakeholder-World priority areas simultaneously. With re-
Bank partnership for addressing the dif- gard to the second objective, the crisis
ferent challenges outlined above. The presents Thailand with an opportunity
8th National Economic and Social De- to re-examine the relationship between
velopment Plan (1997-2001), the 20- growth and the environment and em-
Year Environment Plan, and the World bark on a development path that avoids
Bank's CAS provide the context for de- past mistakes. A central element of this
fining the scope for collaboration. The collaboration is the need to partner with
overarching objectives are: to ensure other donors to achieve these two ob-
that natural resources and the en vi- jectives.
ronimelnt remaini a priority during the
recoverv period and to help set the

fountdation for a more holistic and pro-
active approachl to conservationi and
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Step 4: Targeting World Bank ence and the ongoing activity of
Assistance bilateral donors and NGOs in the

environment sector. Annex D con-
Three criteria are used to provide di- tains a description of past and on-
rection for framing the World Bank going World Bank involvement in
strategy and applying assistance appro- this sector.
priately:

Step 5: Framing the Strategy for
- Co. sec tho- obecti ves World Bank Assistance

aind opportnitiites fbr refbrmn-an
assessment of environmental policy The final step in this priority setting
objectives and actions specified by e i t o
the RTG in the .8 h Plan and 20- exercise iS to outline the World Bank
tea ETGirntent Plan, and 20 strategy. The proposed environmental
Year Environment Plan, and of strategy consists of two mutually com-
extng instcitutional caffvomitmnena plementary tracks, with Track I focus-
and capacity to carry out necessaryinonfctnaimrvetsad

in- on functional Improvements, and
reforms and investments to achieve ray

these objectives. Track 2 on priority investments. An
these objectives, overview is presented below and the

* Oni the grolund imlpact (highi cost of strategic themes of each track are de-
i.naction)-a review of the key eco- tailed in the next section:
nomic sectors and regions where Functional improvements through

'pcfie policy chanaes and in- *Ffltoa mrvl1lt hogspecific polIcy changes and in- policV and institutional reforms.
vestment projects are required to
result in tangible environmental O Strengthening environmental
improvements. To the extent possi- governance through (i) re-
ble, priorities are based on analyti- structuring and reengineering
cal work that estimates social bene- environmental agencies to im-
fits from alternative policy and prove functional efficiency;
project interventions.3 5 Specifi- (ii) strengthening the enforce-
cally, a formal analysis of the so- ment and compliance mecha-
cial costs and benefits of interven- nism; (iii) supporting decen-
tion should be undertaken where tralization by making the
required. However, at this stage PEAP process more effective;
only very rough estimates and con- and (iv) building technical,
clusions can be made. The princi- managerial, and analytical ca-
ple of cost-effectiveness should pacity.
also be considered when designing 0 Improving the sustainability of
specific interventions in a sector or
speogapicara environmental financing, bygeographical area. 

(i) transforming the EF into a
* Comparative advantage-an as- revolving mechanism; (ii) sup-

sessment of the areas of compara- porting the creation of MBls
tive advantage for the World Bank, for improved pollution man-
taking into account its limited pres- agement; and (iii) introducing

cost-recovery measures for en-
35 The priority setting conclusions are vironmental services.

based in part on Thailanzd: Mitigating 0 Enhancing opportunities for
Pollutiotn anid Congestioni in a High- community involvement by
Grot/th Economnv, World Bank. 1994. communit ies in

( i) supporting communities in
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improving their local environ-
ment; (ii) promoting environ-
mental awareness through in-
formation dissemination; and
(iii) improving disclosure of
environmental information to
the general public.

* PrioritY investments.

O Improving the environmental
quality of the BMR by (i) tar-
geting investments; (ii) re-
forming policy; and (iii)
building capacity of BMA to
control air and water pollution.

O Supporting improved water
management in the Chao
Phraya Basin through (i) en-
hancing the legal and regula-
tory framework for water man-
agement; (ii) establishing a
dedicated river basin organiza-
tion to plan and implement
sound policies and invest-
ments; (iii) reforming and
building capacity for manage-
ment in key water agencies;
and (iv) undertaking priority
investments in irrigation infra-
structure and remedial works
on dams at risk of failure.

* International obligationis. The
strategy also recognizes the im-
portance for Thailand to respond
adequately to various international
obligations (such as the MP and
Basel Convention). The World
Bank will continue to offer its as-
sistance through MP and GEF ini-
tiatives.
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ANALYSIS FOR SELECTING PRIORITIES FOR WORLD BANK
ASSISTANCE

Criteria Trigger Outcome

Consistency Crisis has led to popular discontent and de- Institutional fragmentation re-
with policy mands for greater transparency and public par- quires priority attention.
objectives ticipation in decisions. Enforcement and compliance
and oppor- Credibility of the Government's ability to enforce need to be significantly im-
tunities for environmental laws is very low. proved.
reform Demands are articulated in new Constitution, Focus should be on capacity

8th NESDB, 20-Year Environment Plan, and building for provincial and local
PEAP. governments.
Fiscal austerity measures place even greater Cost-effectiveness of public in-
emphasis on cost-effective public interventions. vestments should be assessed.
Provincial and local capacity is limited. Policy reforms should be re-

viewed.
On-the- Chao Phraya Basin and Bangkok contain ma- Priority should be given to pub-
ground im- jority of the country's population, economic (and lic investments in the Chao
pact (high industrial) activity, and consequently environ- Phraya Basin and Bangkok.
cost of inac- mental problems. Air and water issues are a pri-
tion) Mortality and morbidity rates from air and water ority in terms of cost-benefit

pollution are highest in Chao Phraya Basin and tradeoffs.
Bangkok.
Poor water use exacerbated by drought in 1998
reveals importance of improved water man-
agement.
Agriculture and manufacturing are the dominant
economic sectors contributing 40 percent to
GDP.
1994 World Bank study indicates that highest
priority problems for the urban environment are
air pollution due to TSP and lead, surface water
pollution due to microbiological contamination,

36and traffic congestion in the BMR.

Comparative Previous environmental involvement in Thailand Lead taken in policy and institu-
Advantage limited to energy and rural sectors-with a tional dialogue with RTG lever-

mixed record. aging size, global experience,
Ability to bring global experiences and cross- and cross-sectoral involvement.
sectoral coordination. Consideration should be given
Access to large financing for capital invest- to large investment projects.
ments. Work collaboratively with do-
Donors actively involved in capacity building nors and NGOs especially in
initiatives and NGOs have taken lead in grass- capacity-building and commu-
roots community initiatives. nity initiatives.
1998 CAS highlights three themes: enhancing
competitiveness, reforming institutions, and en-
hancing quality of life as central to World Bank
involvement.

36 A similar analysis for natural resources has not been conducted recently.
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T he five strategic themes are in Thailand to review the institutional
presented in the following arrangements for addressing environ-
structure: (i) setting out the mental and natural resource issues.

broad parameters; (ii) diagnosing Since environment is a crosscutting
the key issues; (iii) reviewing the theme (in that it is affected by most
ongoing work; (iv) detailing the Govemment policies and projects), it is
thematic strategy; and (v) outlining a challenging endeavor to design an
the role for the World Bank. appropriate structure. Every country

develops its own model to suit its so-
TRACK I: FUNCTIONAL cial, cultural and political context. Ex-

IMPROVEMENTS amples include Ministries of Environ-
ment and Natural Resources or Forests
(Philippines, India, Sri Lanka), Envi-

Strategic Theme 1: ronment as a subject in a larger minis-
Environmental Governance try (Malaysia, Thailand, Pakistan,

Vietnam), National Environment
Commissions or equivalent (Chile,

Diagnosis Colombia) and Environmental Regu-
latory Agencies (China, USA, Japan

For several years, weak public admin- ae
' ~~~~~~and Europe). The emergincg view in

istrative performance has been recog- Thailand today is to create a new Mi-
nized as a key obstacle to Thailand's Try of at Rsoures and Ei-
economic development objectives. ityo aua eore n ni
economic deveitutlopmarentighly ojet ronment that would combine the natu-
Publc Institutions are highly seg- ral resource functions of MoAC, envi-
mented with limited cooperation be- ronmental functions of MoSTE, and
tween agencies and ministries. Five enforcement functions of MoInd.
ministries-MoSTE, Molnd, MoAC,
Molnt and MoTC-and a host of agen- The 1992 NEQA and 1997
cies under them have an immediate role Amendments to the Constitution
related to the environment or natural clearly specified that environmental
resources. Given the current state of and natural resource functions would
governance, there is a broad consensus be decentralized to provincial and local

38
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governments. There is also a growing CIDA are supporting capacity building
demand from communities to be more and training programs in the PCD and
actively involved in protecting the en- Department of Environmental Quality
vironment. A number of shortcomings and Promotion (DEQP) respectively.
have however been identified: there is GTZ works with DIW to design and
limited public involvement in prepara- implement MBls, and with the De-
tion of the PEAPs; the provinces do not partment of Local Administration
require local governments (municipali- (DOLA) to improve urban environ-
ties and tambons) to prepare local level mental planning in selected munici-
plans; and Provincial Governors, as palities.
central Government appointees, are not
necessarily identified with the local Strategy
administration. A Government-appointed
committee is working on revising the Institutional restructuring, decentrali-
1992 NEQA to reflect recent amend- zation and compliance are core ele-
ments to the Constitution and rectify ments of the proposed strategy and also
some of the above shortcomings. There of the broader dialogue between the
are several other pieces of legislation World Bank and the Government:
that have an impact on environmental .Iistitiitio,mal restr.cturing. Within
protection and conservation. Some of the current institutional setting
these laws pre-date the NEQA and may the are spic ptunie to
be less relevant to the challenges faced th.e .fuctona efficien c

37 improve the functional efficiencytoday. A systematic review of envi- of individual agencies in MoSTE,
ronmental legislation may prove useful. MoAC and Molnt through an exer-

Other donors. Support for improving cise of restructuring, reengineering,
environmental governance comes from and capacity building. The purpose
several development assistance part- of this exercise would be to harmo-
ners. Many grants are often less than $1 nize functions across agencies,
million and directed at capacity build- clarify enforcement responsibili-
ing in national agencies. The Asian ties, strengthen monitoring and
Development Bank (ADB) provides public disclosure, promote cus-
considerable technical assistance for tomer orientation in service deliv-
institutional development, the most im- ery (such as procedures for EIA),
portant of which is the restructuring promulgate required legal changes,
program of MoAC. Other ADB initia- and enhance staff skills. A key
tives include building capacity in the element of this initiative would be
water sector, strengthening planning to clearly separate regulatory func-
capability through enhancements to the tions from those of promotion and
EIA process, and formulating a na- development. The efforts of the
tional sustainable development strat- World Bank are expected to even-
egy. ADB has also provided a loan to tually pave the way towards con-
enhance cleaner production in the solidation and mainstreaming of
manufacturing sector. DANCED and environmental and natural re-

sources management functions

37 Environmental legislation (Canal across ministries and levels of gov-s7 Environmental legislatiennment.
Maintenance Act) from as early as ernment.
1903 is still in effect in Thailand to- * Decenztralization. The World Bank
day. would support a strengthened and
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participatory PEAP process that Proposed World Bank Involvement
fulfills objectives set out in Article
290 of the Constitution. Decen- The World Bank would provide assis-
tralization is relatively new to tance through two instruments:
Thailand and the approach should (i)Proposed Public Sector Reform
be gradual, taking into account ex- Loan (PSRL): and (ii) Proposed Envi-
isting weaknesses. The challenge to ronmental Institutions Development
revitalize environmental govern- (EIDP) Project, a Leaming and Inno-
ance will require vision and leader- vation Loan. The RTG Cabinet of
ship. political commitment, ability Ministers recently announced an ambi-
to compromise, and resources. tious public sector reform program.

Cotnipliance. Enforcement mecha- The PSRL would support implementa-

nisms are undergoing major tion of the program over the next three
c sworldwide (seeB years. The PSRL has two objectives:

changes worldwide (see Box 4). the first focuses on public finance and
Governments are supplementiflcGovrnmnt anI the second on public administration.
command-and-control measures The purpose of the latter is to support
with MBls and public disclosure selected ministries in their organiza-
tools (see also Strategic Themes 2 tinlevelom ent an trutrg
and 3). The strategy will assist the tional development and restructuring

and 3 . The strategywillassisttprograms in part through reengineering
RTG to modernize its enforcement o fo
and compliance mechanisms by of functions and processes. The pro-
in.iain . euaoyrfrs gram would be financed through annual

initiatin regulatory reforms. loan tranches and is expected to pro-

Box 4. The Three Waves in Enforcement and Compliance

It is possible to identify three distinct waves of instruments used Sby environmental
regulators to create incentives for pollution control. The first wave generally took the form of
specific standards imposed on polluters (effluent and emission standards in effect putting a
ceiling on the amount of pollution that a polluter may discharge). This approach-usually
referred as the command-and-control approach-suffers from a number of important short-
comings. Among these, it has been shown that the approach is not cost efficient, does not
provide polluters with continuous incentives for pollution control, and requires strong and
comprehensive monitoring and enforcement capacity. This capacity has generally been
lacking.

A second wave, still underway, has seen the increasing use of economic instruments
such as pollution charges, emission charges, and tradable permits (including tradable water
rights and tradable fishing licenses for example). While economic instruments also require
a strong monitoring and enforcement capacity, they have a great advantage to promote
cost efficiency, and provide polluters with incentives to continuously invest in pollution con-
trol (to the extent that the cost of the investment may be recovered by a reduction in total
pollution charges). In a large number of instances, economic instruments have not replaced
but been used in combination with effluent and/or emission standards. It has been shown
that regulators have generally been reluctant to introduce pollution charges at levels that
may truly create incentives for pollution control.

A third wave, identified as the information regulation wave, has recently been
launched. An increasing number of environmental regulators around the world (from coun-
tries such as Canada, France, and the United States to countries such as Indonesia, Mex-
ico and the Philippines) have recognized that local communities, consumer markets, and
capital markets are in numerous instances in a position to put pressure on polluters and in-
duce them to reduce their emissions. In order to empower these agents, information and
public disclosure of the environmental performance must be made available. Recent analy-
sis has shown that public disclosure programs have induced large reductions in pollution
emissions.

Source:: Shakeb Afsah, Benoit aplaante, atnd David WhIeeler, Controlling Industrial Pollution. A
New Paradigm. Develoymet?t Researchl Group, ATe World Bank Available otn:
4ww.warldbank.Dr2/7inr. 0
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vide budgetary support to facilitate in- the introduction of public disclosure
stitutional reforms. The RTG has se- tools; and (iv) reform of the EF. The
lected MoSTE, MoAC and Molnd World Bank would also provide assis-
among the six pilot ministries for pri- tance through a series of non-lending
ority assistance from PSRL. This op- advisory services-in the form of
eration would support the institutional seminars and training programs to
restructuring and reengineering objec- share international knowledge and ex-
tives of MoSTE, MoAC, and DIW. perience on institutional models, com-
Preparation for the September 2000 pliance and decentralization.
tranche would require MoSTE to un-
dertake the following tasks related to Strategic Theme 2:
reengineering of OEPP, PCD and Environmental Financing
DEQP; (i) functional review; (ii) budget
and expenditure review; (iii) conceptu- D
alization of proposed changes; Diognosis
(iv) broad consultations; and (v) prepa- The main thrust of the environmental
ration of a time-bound reform plan. Tectin trat in thailandenas
Similar exercises would need to be protection strategy in Thailand has
done by MoAC and DIW. This task in been in the form of regulatory envi-
MoSTE would he guided and managed ronmental standards. Incentives for
by a senior level Experts Committee compliance with standards take the
appointed by the NEB, and supported form of penalties. It is generally recog-
by a Task Force Secretariat at MoSTE. nized that this command-and-control
The committee would be chaired by a approach has failed to create incentives
distinguished professional and include for pollution control since monitoring
senior staff from MoSTE (OEPP, PCD, and enforcement are limited. The Gov-
DEQP), MoAC. Molnt, DIW, Office of ernment through the NEQA has re-
the Civil Service Commission (OCSC), cently called for implementation of the
Bureau of Budget (BoB), other agen- Polluter Pays Principle, and particu-
cies and independent professional advi- larly for implementation of MBIs.
sors and consultants. Preparatory ef- Many' of these instruments (product
forts would be funded through the Asia taxes, user charges, input taxes, royal-
Europe Meeting (ASEM) and other ties, pollution charges, etc.) are cur-
trust funds. rently under consideration by various

public agencies in Thailand. Given the
The EIDP would supplement PSRL poor level of coordination across agen-

by providing quick response assistance cies, various MBIs may be introduced
to MoSTE to support immediate ca- in isolation to one another thereby po-
pacity building needs emerging from tentially reducing their effectiveness.
the reengineering exercise. This would Moreover, earmarking revenues gener-
be prepared between June 1999 and ated by the MBIs may lead to a multi-
February 2000. The operation would be plicity of "environmental funds," each
a multi-donor effort led by the World administered independently from the
Bank. Components may include other, thus increasing transaction costs
(i) priority human resources develop- and reducing the overall effectiveness
ment needs for restructuring efforts; of the resources made available. The
(ii) pilot decentralization models in se- design of clear and transparent rules
lected provinces and strengthening of and guidelines regarding the appropri-
the PEAP process; (iii) regulatory re- ate use of revenues generated by the
forms to improve compliance through MBIs must go hand in hand with the
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design and implementation of the the EF has achieved limited success in
mechanism itself. ADB is supporting a becoming an effective funding mecha-
study conducted by OEPP and HIID on nism to support the provision of local
MBIs. environmental services. In particular

Currently in Thailand, cost- the EF has failed to operate as a truly
recovery of public investments in revolving fund, as mentioned above.
wastewater treatment plants and solid As a result, it is running out of re-
waste management has been seriously sources.
lacking. It is generally recognized that
not even operation and maintenance
costs are covered by tariff structures. Pollution charges, cost-recovery and a
As a result, a significant proportion of reolvion ceed tobt-egryad i
these investments fails to deliver the teevelopme ned im entgateinto
expected environmental benefits (such the development and implementation of

a sustainable financing mechanism for
as increased water quality and Im- environmental improvements. This
proved public health), and needed in- would be the main thrust of the strat-
vestments in these sectors are seriously ethh
hampered. The inability of local gov- egy.
ernments to raise revenues from the * Market-Based Instrumnenits. Among
provision of public services also pre- MBIs, pollution charges need to be
vents the existing EF from functioning regarded as an important compo-
as a revolving fund, as was originally nent of the environmental strategy.
intended. ADB is currently supporting An amendment to the Factory Act
a study aimed at strengthening cost- is under preparation by DIW to al-
recovery policies for the wastewater low the Molnd to introduce pollu-
management sector. The problem is tion charges. GTZ is currently sup-
further compounded by the separation porting DIW in designing a pollu-
of water supply and wastewater into tion charge scheme, and DIW ex-
two distinct functions with different in- pects to be in a position to imple-
stitutions responsible for them. This ment the scheme in early 2001. The
denies opportunities for cross- challenge is to design a simple and
subsidization as practiced elsewhere in transparent scheme with a clear and
the world. credible implementation program,

The Environment Fund (EF) was which targets a small number of
established in 1992 under the NEQA. polluters and pollutants at first.
Its overall purpose is to provide loans * Cost-recoverv. To promote reliable
and grants to Government agencies and and sustainable provision of mu-
local administrations to support air nicipal services, the RTG needs to
pollution, wastewater and solid waste (i) improve incentives for cost-
projects. OECF has made significant recovery through restructuring the
financial contributions to the EF. While tariff charges that currently fail to
NEQA does not prevent the EF from reflect costs and actual use;
providing loans to private individuals (ii) treat water supply and waste-
and firms, few such individuals have water as a single sector and merge
requested the support of the EF to un- the two functions and agencies;
dertake pollution abatement projects- (iii) support provincial and local
in large measure because of poor en- government in acquiring financial
forcement. It is generally admitted that management skills; (iv) coordinate
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the several funding sources cur- * Cost-recoverY. Lending and non-
rently available for public invest- lending services may be provided
ment (such as BoB, EF, Molnt); for training purposes on matters of
and (v) enhance participation of the financing of local environmental
private sector. services and cost-recovery. The ac-

* Restrlucturinig tl7e Environment ceptance and endorsement of a
Futncd (EF). To reform the EF into cost-recovery strategy is an impor-
an effective revolving fund, the tant component in investments re-
RTG should address issues such as lating to urban environmental man-
the multiplicity of uncoordinated agement.
sources of funding for public envi- * Environment Fiunld. Recapitaliza-
ronmental initiatives and poor cost- tion of the EF would be considered
recovery practices at the local within the context of the PSRL,
level. The lack of experienced staff and an allocation may be possible
trained in financial management under the condition that it be al-
also needs to be addressed. A revi- lowed to function properly as a re-
talized and properly functioning EF volving Fund.
also would serve as a trigger for
improvement of other environ- Strategic Theme 3: Community
mental financing mechanisms in Involvement
Thailand. The overall financing
mechanisms for environmental
services at the municipal level Diagnosis
should be re-examined.

Historically in Thailand (as is the case

Proposed World Bank Involvement in most countries around the world),
there has been limited involvement of

The World Bank is considering a vari- local communities in publicly financed
ety of lending and non-lending instru- environmental protection activities. In
ments to support environmental finance the aftermath of the crisis, the RTG has
objectives and to complement the ef- signaled its interest in supporting ini-
forts of ADB and GTZ. These will be tiatives for community-based ap-
discussed and further developed in the proaches in order to promote income-
near future but may include the fol- generating activities and protect the en-
lowing: vironment. This shift reinforces Article

290 of the new Constitution, which ad-
* Polluttioni charges. The EIDP Loan vocates stronger public participation in

would provide support for design environmental and natural resources
of an effective pollution charge management. However, there is strong
scheme. The effectiveness of the criticism, especially from NGOs, that
scheme depends on its simplicity, decision making on major development
clarity and transparency, and on the initiatives is not transparent and does
participation of all stakeholders. not fully solicit public inputs and
Also critical are the ability and ca- opinions. Moreover, local initiatives to
pacity of the implementing agency improve the environment (such as solid
to monitor the environmental per- waste collection) are constrained by
formance of polluters and enforce limited access to finance and lack of
compliance. technical and management skills. These

shortcomings have helped bring about
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an environmental ethic that argues for workshops to share skills and lessons
broader and deeper participation of lo- learned. A steering committee chaired
cal communities. by the PCD is overseeinc implementa-

tion of the project. Second, the World
Strategy Bank and Government have recently

established a Social Investment Fund
The World Bank attaches great impor- which is designed to facilitate financing
tance to community empowerment ini- for community-based initiatives (in-
tiatives and recognizes that the success cluding local environmental projects).
of a more holistic and proactive ap- The World Bank proposes to assist
proach to the environment hinges on communities in accessing grants from
active community participation. Com- the Social Investment Fund. The spe-
munity involvement is essential to im- cific components of this assistance are
prove environmental conditions be- to be determined in the upcoming
cause most problems are local in na- months.
ture-such as solid waste management, The second element of this strate-
wastewater treatment and disposal. Tescn lmn fti taewastewate treatment and disposal, gic theme would be supported throughwatershed management and growing
water scarcity. But the World Bank the EIDPLoan. The objective would beto enhance information disclosure on
also recognizes that NGOs and bilateral the impacts of industrial plants
donors possess a comparative advan- (planned and existing) and to involve
tage in working with local communities local communities in environmental
given their in-field presence and ability monitoring of these plants. In devel-
to provide grant money directly to
communities. Consequently the Worldelement experience fromBankwoumldlike t:o seuppor the ogoig Indonesia (PROPER) and the Philip-Bank would like to support on(yoing pie (E -ATH is lieyt.rv
initiatives where possible, but it has pues (ECOWATCH) IS ukely to prove
identified two specific areas for a more
direct role: (i) to facilitate access to fi-
nancing for pilot environmental proj- TRACK II:
ects and skill enhancement; and (ii) to PRIORITY INVESTMENTS
promote community participation in
large industrial projects through infor-
mation dissemination and involvement Air Quality and Waste
in environmental monitoring.

Management in Bangkok
Proposed World Bank Involvement

Diagnosis
The World Bank currently has two in-
struments to promote the first element Bangkok contributes nearly half of the
of its strategy. First, it has secured a country's GDP and accounts for over a
grant from ASEM to finance a techni- third of its manufacturing enterprises
cal assistance (TA) project on empow- and motor vehicle population. This has
ering urban communities. This TA led to major environmental problems.
would finance (i) a rapid assessment of Air and water pollution remain serious.
environmental issues in four secondary It is reported that environmental quality
urban centers; (ii) small-scale pilot ac- has temporarily improved because of
tivities to support community environ- reduced economic activity. As indi-
mental services; and (iii) community cated earlier, ambient levels of lead,
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SO,, NO, and carbon monoxide have a strategy for particulate matter abate-
declined significantly. However, other ment (ADB, World Bank and OECF
pollutants-namely PM,(. TSP. ozone, have financed investment projects in
and HC-continue to exceed standards. wastewater treatment, lead phaseout,
The lower reaches of the Chao Phraya and flood control respectively). For the
and Thachine rivers have very low lev- future. ADB has signaled its intent to
els of dissolved oxygen indicating low work outside of BMA and OECF has
biological activity. While transport expressed cofinancing interests.
emissions cause air pollution, untreated DANCED will continue to provide
municipal and industrial waste contrib- technical assistance. Although BMA is
ute to worsening water pollution. hopeful of attracting private sector in-
Added to this are the over-extraction of vestments in wastewater treatment and
groundwater and twice the level of re- solid waste management, this is un-
charge, which have exacerbated subsi- likely given the present crisis, lack of a
dence and flooding. From the forego- proper regulatory framework, and
ing. it is obvious that development and compartmentalization of water supply
growth of the country have not been and wastewater. However, in the manu-
guided by sound environmental princi- facturing sector, private enterprises will
ples. Nevertheless, since the early continue to invest in reducing industrial
1990s the RTG has been investing in pollution and attaining ISO 14000
corrective actions, in response to status.
growing public demand. Among these
are the phasing-out of leaded gasoline Strategy
since 1992, decongesting some traffic
arteries, and committing nearly $500 Recognizing that the problems are se-
million for sewerage schemes. How- vere, solutions complex, and needs
ever, the response has been more "fire enormous, the proposed strategy is
fighting" and less holistic planning. In- based on the following principles:
stitutional capacity for planning, (i) build on the lessons learned from
monitoring, and enforcement remains previous work of the World Bank and
weak and fragmented despite the fact other donors and explore opportunities
that the BMA is an independent for collaboration; (ii) support BMA and
agency. PCD in introducing more holistic ap-

Support for environmental im- proaches to planning, enforcement, and
Supporent for eanvironhaomenl iom- monitoring; (iii) select investments that

provement in Bangkok has come from have spatial significance and contribute
both internal sources and external as- havediate slg th and contribute

sistace povidd by any onor and to immediate health gain; (iv) phase
sistance provided by many donors and World Bank support over a longer pe-
export credit institutions. The former nod of time through a mix of invest-
has been mainly through grants pro- mend oa and non-lendin advisor

vidd y te atona Gvenmet,in ment loans and non-lending advisory
vided by the national Govenment, in- services that target further reduction in
vestments made by the private sector trnpt-eadaipolinadim
and through revenue streams of BMA. trovem epolluter atment
ADB, DANCED, GTZ and USAID provements in wastewater treatment
have been providing technical assis- and disposal; and (v) support the grad-
tance to BMA and PCD for capacity ual introduction of the Polluter Pays
building in environmental planning and Principle and eventual application of
air and water quality monitoring. as user charges for cost-recovery of op-
well as preparing feasibility studies. erations and maintenance of waste
The World Bank assisted in developing management facilities.
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Proposed World Bank Involvement fected the hydrology of Thailand. This
has resulted in topsoil erosion and

In support of the above, the World sedimentation of waterways and stor-
Bank's Bangkok Urban Environment age structures. It is also thought to
Program would have two lending op- contribute to increased wet season run-
erations and several non-lending advi- off and consequent downstream flood-
sory services tor selected themes. The ing and reduced dry season stream
lending operations are the Bangkok Air flows. Because of its size, strategic lo-
Quality Management Project and the cation and economic importance, the
Bangkok Waste Management Project. Chao Phraya River Basin is a key wa-
Non-lending advisory services would tershed in the country. The basin covers
be undertaken with other donors and almost one third of the country and ac-
participation of the World Bank Insti- counts for two thirds of both employ-
tute (formerly EDI). A seminar on pri- ment and GDP. The economic and so-
vate sector participation in water sup- cial costs of water competition and in-
ply and wastewater management has al- efficient allocation are greater here than
ready been completed. The proposed elsewhere in Thailand as about 3 mil-
Bangkok Air Quality' Malnagement lion hectares in the basin are used for
Project (FY0], $60-80 million) would agriculture; competition from industrial
finance emission reduction from trans- and domestic uses is on the rise. While
port sources, road dust cQntrOl, capacity the effects of deforestation and illegal
building of BMA, strengthened air logging impact the upper reaches, the
quality monitoring network, and in- lower reaches suffer the consequences
creased public awareness. The pro- of urban and industrial pollution as the
posed Bangkok Waste Maniagement river winds its way through the BMR.
Project (FY02, $350-400 million) The problem is further compounded by
would finance the planning and con- institutional fragmentation across agen-
struction of a viable wastewater scheme cies and levels of government.
for either Klong Toey or Thonburi, ca- The most active donors In the water
pacity building of BMA in waste man- sector are OECF, JICA, European Un-
agement, and improvements to solid ion (EU) and ADB. OECF. JICA, and
waste management, especially disposal. EU assistance has mainly focused on

the irrigation sub-sector, including
Strategic Theme 5- . 'Strategic systems rehabilitation, farm-level water
Water Management of the Chao management and water-user participa-
Phraya River Basin tion. The Japanese have also assisted

with flood management in selected sub-

Diagnzosis basins. In the past, ADB assistance has
concentrated on water supply and

Section 3 traced the current problems sanitation. However ADB has recently
of water availability and quality to poor proposed an Agriculture Sector Pro-
management of water resources and the gram Loan, a $300 million adjustment
lack of an integrated spatial and eco- operation which focuses on compre-
logical approach to better manage river hensive reform of the water sector as
basins. Key watersheds are under pres- one of its policy reforn areas. Institu-
sure from post-ban illegal logging and tional and policy reforms sought in-
encroachment by farmers in upland ar- clude among others, passage and
eas. In fact, loss of forest cover and in- promulgation of the draft Water Law
appropriate land use practices have af- and a Cabinet decision to implement a
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policy for cost-recovery in public irri- Proposed World Bank Involvement
gation schemes.

To date the World Bank has not fi-
Strategy nanced any water management projects

in Thailand, although it has funded a
The proposed strategy recognizes that significant amount of analytical work,
the challenge to protect and properly including the development of a Chao
manage the Chao Phraya Basin is im- Phraya Basin Water Management
mense. It requires a long-term com- Strategy. The CAS includes one opera-
mitment and a cross-sectoral approach tion on natural resources, Natuiral Re-
to deal with the diversity of issues. In source Maniagemiient Pr-oject (FY01,
line with the World Bank's water pol- $200 million), which is in the early
icy, the proposed strategy would focus stages of identification. The proposed
on the following key policy and insti- project is intended to assist with key
tutional reforms: aspects of the long-term process of

water resource management reform in
atdevelopinstitutionals mehangisoms Thailand, focusing on the Chao Phraya
at different levels-ranging fromRieBan.Iwoltkeabs-id
water-user associations at the local River Basin. It would take a basin-wide
level to "basin organizations" at the approach, and would focus on issues of
basin leveln w h c s y . watershed protection and dam safety in
pariipates with civernment the upper basin. as well as issues of
participates with Government In moeie .riato maaemn
decision making, to balance the ma
competing demands of different (and associated infrastructure invest-

ments), improved groundwater man-
users, give greater attention to en- 

-~ -~ . . jeagement, and better allocation and con-
vironmental sustainability, and flict resolution mechanisms basin-wide.
sure that policies outside of the
wurethater secori(su atslndue pof -tA fundamental focus would be on the
water sector (such as land use p)ol- delomnadipeettonfa

icy cnsde te mpictinsfo development and implementation of a
new institutional structure-a Chao

water manacrement.
water management Phraya Basin Organization (CPBO)-

• Divest Government of its functions in a manner consistent with the draft
as a service provider, and develop Water Law. The CPBO would be re-
its capacities to play the vital and sponsible for overall management of
demanding role of creating a legal water in the basin, including drought
and regulatory framework and in- and flood forecasting and planning;
stitutions that are central to effec- supply and demand management of
tive water management. surface and groundwater; and devel-

* Develop instruments (including Ii- opment of appropriate technical, ad-
ci.rbrha v ministrative and economic measures

censing, tradable rn-hts and service for improved water allocation.
provision charges) that can induce
the voluntary cooperation of users
in ensuring that water can be
moved voluntarily from low-value
to high-value uses and used effi-
ciently, and that services can be
operated and maintained without
large Government subsidies.
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Proposed Government-World Bank Program

COLLABORATION IN optimistic scenario and would require

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL the completion of several important
steps-some of which may be politi-

RESOURCES cally difficult.

The following operations and non- FRAMEWORK FOR
lending activities have been identified
in close collaboration with the Gov- BENCHMARKING PROGRESS
ernment and other development part- A framework for monitoring progress
ners and in consultation with a broad to poe
range of key stakeholders including based on the pressures-state-response
other donors. The operations include a model is being developed. The result
combination of World Bank lending in- will be a set of simple, easy to under-
struments,38 non-lending advisory stand monitoring indicators. The Na-
services, and grants through MP and tional Statistics Office published envi-
GEF to meet global environmental oh- ronmental statistics in 1995 and 1998
jectives. Some of the operations will be that provide a body of data for use in
cofinanced with other donors and preparing the framework. Once agree-
OECF has formally committed its par- ment on the framework is reached, an
ticipation for the proposed operations annual Thpailanid Ed.ironnet Monitor
in Bangkok. The non-lending advisory would be published.
services listed below are expected to
improve skills, knowledge and exper-
tise. It should be stressed that the sum-
mary of operations and advisory serv-
ices presented below in Table 3 is an

38 SAL, SECAL. sector investment loans.
investment projects. and implementa-
tion assistance (in the form of capacity
development loans)

48
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Table 3: Proposed Government-World Bank Collaboration in
Environment and Natural Resources

Activity Counterpart Objectives Description Amount
Agency/ (US$y

Other Donors Timeline
1-2. Environmental Governance and Financing
a. Proposed MoF, BoB and To support RTG's Large structural adjustment loan 50-75 million

Public CSC and 5 line efforts to improve intended to provide budgetary for MoSTE
Sector Re- ministries in- functioning of support of $1.6 billion between
form Pro- cluding MoSTE / public sector FY00 and 02 to RTG. Major ac- Loan effec-
gram Loan MoAC agencies by re- tivities: tiveness:

vamping public . Public Finance: Reforms in September
GTZ, DANCED finance and re- expenditure management, tax 2000
and ADB newing public administration, and fiscal de-

administration centralization
functions . Public Administration: En-

hancing quality and efficiency
of service delivery by intro-
ducing performance-based
human resource management
systems, and organizational
renewal in selected line min-
istries including MoSTE and
MoAC

MoSTE will receive 3-year
budgetary support of approxi-
mately $50-75 million to finance
regular capital and recurrent ex-
penditure __

b. Environ- MoSTE/MoAC To provide assis- Proposed multi-donor effort, led 5 million
mental I n- tance to MoSTE by the World Bank. Possible
stitutions GTZ, DANCED to support components include: Loan effec-
Develop- and ADB reengineering of . Human Resources Develop- tiveness:
ment Proj- environmental ment Building human re- March 2000
ect functions sources capability across in-

stitutions and levels of gov-
ernment to support restruc-
turing efforts of PSRL

* Regulatory Reform: Efforts to
strengthen enforcement and
compliance mechanisms

* Decentralization Strengthen-
ing PEAP process and pilot
provincial models

Non-lending OEPP, PCD, To facilitate * Seminars and workshops on 0.5 million
Activities DIW and DOLA transfer of inter- alternative institutional models
c. Advisory national experi- and decentralization To be con-

services to CIDA, GTZ, ences and best * Advisory assistance for im- ducted dur-
key agen- DANCED, ADB, practices to Thai plementation of MBIs ing 1999,
cies, private IUCN, WWF and environment * Assistance to develop public 2000 and
sector and Foundations community disclosure techniques 2001
civil society . Preparation of annual Thai-

land Environment Monitor
. Workshops on public-private

partnership
3. Community Participation and Involvement
a. Social In- 5 ministries To enhance social Though originally not designed Ongoing

vestment safety nets and for environmental improvement
Project GSB. NESDB provide funds for activities, has sufficient flexibility

OECF income generat- to enable urban and rural com-
ing activities in ru- munities to invest in environ-
ral and urban mental improvement
communities
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Activity Counterpart Objectives Description Amount
Agencyl (us$y

Other Donors Timeline
Non-lending PCD and To pilot commu- . Assisting 12 communities and 0.45 million
b. MEIP Pilot NESDB nity-based envi- 4 local governments to work

project to ronmental initia- as partners in improving To be com-
empower ASEM, GTZ tives in 4 secon- neighborhood environmental pleted in De-
communi- dary towns conditions cember 2000
ties to im- * Analytical study to establish
prove envi- links between urban poverty
ronment and environmental degrada-
and reduce tion
poverty . Training and dissemination of

findings for replication by
other local governments

4. Urban Environmental Management
a. Bangkok Air DMA To reduce air . Fuel switch/engine conversion 60-80 million

Quality pollution from of high circulating vehicles in-
Manage- OECF, DANCED transport sources cluding BMTA buses Loan effec-
ment Proj- in Bangkok . Phasing out of 2 stroke en- tiveness:
ect gines September

* Dust control measures to re- 2000
duce PM1o

* Expanding the air quality
monitoring network

. Strengthening the capacity of
BMA and PCD

b. Bangkok BMA To improve the * Construction of sewage col- 200-300 mil-
Waste water quality of lection and treatment scheme lion
Manage- OECF, USAID lower reaches of in Klong Toey or Thonburi
ment Proj- Chao Phraya * Construction of sanitary land- Loan effec-
ect River fills for the Bangkok Metro- tiveness:

politan Region September
* Improving the staff capabilities 2001

of BMA

5. Natural Resources Management
a. Natural Re- MoAC To improve the . Creation of Chao Phraya Ba- 300 million

source long-term man- sin Organization
Manage- ADB agement of Chao . Watershed protection and Loan effec-
ment Proj- Phraya River Ba- dam safety in the upper basin tiveness:
ect sin * Modernization of irrigation March 2001

management
* Improved groundwater man-

agement

a. Montreal Private Enter- To reduce emis- * Assisting enterprises to mod- Ongoing
Protocol prises sions of ODS ernize their manufacturing project

technologies and processes
The World Bank . Phasing out harmful raw ma-

terials
b. Chiller Proj- EGAT To simultaneously . Pilot the introduction of a joint 5 million

ect reduce the emis- approach in the energy sector
The World Bank sion of GHG and . Modernize chiller technology Loan effec-

ODS tiveness:
June 2000



Annex A

World Bank Involvement in Thailand

U Tnlike that for other countries in exacerbated many environmental
the region, World Bank in- problems and that the high levels of air
volvement in Thailand's envi- pollution and traffic congestion impose

ronmental activities has been limited. significant costs through their impact
Most support has been in the context of on productivity and health. The report,
energy, rural and transport sector ac- Stuccessful Conversion to Unleaded
tivities. The rural development program Gasolinie in Thailaind (1998) describes
has provided the primary focus for is- the country's success in phasing out
sues related to degradation of natural lead from gasoline at a net cost of
forests, upland agricultural areas, $0.02 per liter through a series of pol-
biodiversity conservation and coastal icy initiatives.
zone management. Energy efficiency. 

r 1 . . .~~C Under the auspices of the GEF, the
fuel switching and particulate matter World Bank has supported the energy
reduction have been addressed through sector and its effects on the environ-
energy and transport sector operations. mentough the Pnolec-

t7y ~~~~~~~~ment through the Proniotionz of Elec-
Analytical work supported by the tricitv) Energy Efficiency and Metro-

Bank includes the following. The politan Distribution Reinforcemeniet
Thiailanid Ftiel Optioni Studl (1993) Project (1993). The project's two main
analyzed the energy sector and envi- objectives are to (i) build sufficient in-
ronment-related issues. The report sug- stitutional capability in the Thai electric
gests cost-effective fuel options to help power sector and energy-related private
Thailand meet its energy requirements sector to deliver cost-effective energy
over the next two decades. The CEM services throughout the economy; and
report, Thailantd: Mitigating Pollution (ii) pursue policies and actions leading
and Congestion Imiipacts in a High- to the development, manufacture and
Growt'th Economyv (1994), builds on the adoption of energy-efficient equipment
1993 report and gives an exhaustive and processes within the country. The
analysis of the environmental impact of Project consists of a five-year DSM
economic growth. Its conclusions sug- Plan to achieve a 238-megawatt reduc-
gest that rapid economic growth has tion in peak demand and 1,427 GWh of
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electricity savings per year, thereby dogenous variables such as project
significantly reducing CO2 emissions management, procurement problems
from electricity generation by the end and financial management inadequa-
of 1998. These activities, along with cies. The only environmental project
ongoing efforts by the World Bank to included in the Thailand portfolio for
assist in the reform and restructuring of FY98 was the Land Titling 11I Project,
the power sector, have stimulated inter- which has allowed substantive im-
est in private energy services and, in provements in land planning. manage-
particular, the development of ESCOs. ment and use.
EGAT (with GEF assistance) is now
developing four pilot industrial ESCO
projects for concessional financing un-
der the Energy Conservation Promotion
Fund. EGAT expects to have all four
projects ready for implementation be-
fore December 1999.

During the 1990s. assistance was
provided in the rural sector through
three Land Titling operations. These
projects have contributed substantially
to better management of lands, includ-
ing the mapping of permanent forest-
land. The different energy sector op-
erations (to be expanded) contributed to
improving energy efficiency and DSM,
reducing emissions from power plants
and fuel reformulation, and switching
to unleaded gasoline. Through the
highway sector operations, the World
Bank provided assistance to improve
air quality conditions in Bangkok.
While the rural and energy sector op-
erations made positive environmental
impacts, the highway sector operations
could not fully realize their environ-
mental goals.

The Social Inv estment Project
would support efforts to minimize the
short-term reverse migration to rural
areas due to the crisis and improved
management of land use and protected
areas.

A recently completed review of the
FY98 Thailand project portfolio shows
that the relatively poor performance for
FY98 across the entire portfolio can be
partially attributed to the financial cri-
sis but also, and more directly, to en-



Annex B
Institutional Structlure for En Viro)111nen t

Cabinet|

Board/ Committee NESDB EB

|Water Resource Iln.ud t - |Others I

I MOPH | MOAC _ PMO MOInt MOTC MoSTE MOI
* DOPH * RFD (forest) _ NESDB * PSO/PA * PSO * PCD r - DIW (Ind. /

* RID (irrigation) _ CPBO * DOLA/LAJ * LTD * DEOP It toxic subs.)

* DOF (fisheries) _ NEPO - . BMA l _ _OEPP * DMR (ground

Organizations * DOL (land) Pattaya - DEDP water / mineral)

* DOA (agri./pest) l * TISI (stds.)
* FIO (forest) f_l_f

*OPS (coord.) - - - - - - - - - - - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _._l_ I_

RUDF jI GasTax I nv. nd I IPMF I

Special Funds I Fund I

und ~~~~~Pollton' FTI

PIndustries - - - - -'

Beneficiaries Pilot/ Demon. Govt./Privatl
Govt. / Private Building

. ~~~Owners 

Abbreviations: BMA - Bangkok Metropolitan Administration, CPBO - Chao Phaya River Basin Organization, DEDP - Department of Energy Development and Promotion, DEOP - Department of
Environmental Quality Promotion, DIW - Department of Industrial Works, DMR - Department of Mineral Resources, DOA - Department of Agriculture, DOF - Department of Fisheries, DOL - Department

of Land, DOLA - Department of Local Administration, DOPH - Department of Public Health, FIO - Forest Industry Organization, IFCT - Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand, MoSTE - Ministry of

Science, Technology and Environment, MOTC - Ministry of Transport and Comunications, NEB - National Environment Board, NEPO - National Energy Policy Office, NESDB - National Economic and

Social Development Board, OEPP - Office of Environmental Policy and Planning, OPS - Office of the Permanent Secretary for Agriculture and Cooperatives, PA/LA - Provincial/Local Authorities, PCD -

Pollution Control Department, PMO - Prime Minister's Office, PSO - Permanent Secretary's Office, RFD - Royal Forest Department, RID - Royal Irrigation Department, RUDF - Regional Urban
Development Fund, TISI -Thai Industrial Standards Institute - - does not yet exist



Annex C

Environmental Legislation

Ministry of Agriculture and Co- Ministry of Transport and Com-
operatives munication

1901 Settle Salasagne's Nest To Be 1913 Water Transportation in Thai
Forbidden Act Gulf Act

1903 Canal Maintenance Act 1979 Land Transportation Act

1913 Prapa Canal Act Ministry of Interior

1939 Private Irrigation Act

1941 Forest Act 1921 Wild Life Sanctuary Act

1942 National Irrigation Act 1938 Cemetery and Crematorium
1942 National Irrigation Act ~ Control Act
1947 Fishery Act 1942 Municipal Act

1960 Wild Animal Conservation and 1950 Advertising by Amplifier Con-
Protection Act trol Act

1961 National Park Act 1952 Sanitary Act

1964 National Forest Reserve Act 1954 Land Act

1974 Agricultural Land Management 1975 City Planning Act
Actz

1975 Agricultural Land Allotment 1978 Road Traffic Act
Act 1979 Building Control Act

1975 Fertilizer Act 1979 Vehicle Control Act
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Ministry of Science, Technology
and the Environment

1953 National Energy Act

1961 Atomic Energy for Peace Act

1992 Energy Reserve Promotion Act

1992 National Environmental Qual-
ity Maintenance and Promotion
Act

Ministry of Education

1961 Ancient Remains, Arts and
National Museum Act

Ministry of Public Health

1941 Public Health Act

1964 Food Control Act

1967 Medicine Act

1974 Cosmetics Act

Medical Equipment Act

1992 Public Health Act

Ministry of Industry

1918 Mining Act

1967 Mineral Act

1969 Factory Act

1973 Petroleum Act

1978 National Petroleum Act

1979 The Industrial Estate Authority
of Thailand Act

1990 Evaporation Substance Protec-
tion Used Regulation

1992 Factory Act

1992 Hazardous Equipment



Annex D

Envirownental Protectioni Budget (miiillionl Ba/it) by Ministry 1996 - 1998

Organization Responsible Water Pollution Air & Noise Pollution Solid & Hazardous Waste Others (Management) Totals
- 1996 1997 1998 1996 1997 - 1998 1996 1997 1998 1996 1997 1998

MoAC 12 26 51 95 63. 75 .322
1. Department of fisheries 12 26 51 89
2. De artment of agriculture 5 . 95 63 75 233
Molnt 4,671 5,271 3,048 721 629 626 14,967
1. BMA 2,597 3,272 1,478 54 68 7,470
2. DIW 2,074 1,999 1,570 667 466 532 7,307
3. DLA 95 24 190

E R 6 O : O Y N .z: D .. : O : Y : W. :C<a. b Y : V X §E. < Y S_ X < .> >x:9r0:C < y.$ wf E<<._ . y t t . : : o > . > . v D S.. .. . ..... ........ . .. . ...... . ._ ..... . ..: .........

MoSTE i 86 g 587 2,257 0 248 344 160 69 167 174 2,303 2,316 122 8,834
1. PCD 86 587 99 248 344 160 69 167 38 97 80 80 . 2,055
2. DEOP 30 23 3.2 56
3. OEPP 2,157 136 2,174 2,213 38 6,719
4. Institute of Scientific and 2.4 2
Technological Research
5. Office of Atomic Energy 1.5 2
and Peace
Ministry of Public Health 1,146 1,317 . 1,156 33 9 6 35.6 6 14 282 3,998
1. Department of Medical 1,096 2 2 3.2 35 14 1,152
Services
2. Department of Health 50 33 33 9 3.3 0.2 282 410
3. Office of Permanent Sec- 1,282 1,154 2,436

retarv . E . I I . : ; : g 4 t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.... ......... .....

Moind 22 20 53 139 43 395 469 246 20 1,407
1. DIW 22 20 53 20 20 395 469 229 20 1,248
2. Thai Industrial Standard 119 23 142
Institute
3. Department of Mineral 17 17

Ministry otf Transport and 52 51 3.9 107
Telecommunication
1. Department of Land 52 52
Transport
2. Office of Permanent Sec- 51 39 55
retary 12 .A.t 
MoUA 12 38 17.6 1.5 69.1
1. MoUA 12 38 .. 15 51.5
2. Ubon University 7.6 8
3. Mahidol University - 10 i -1 0 10
TOTAL (rounded up) 5,948 7,259 6,583 472 447 164 1,193 1,301 2,386 2,391 404 59,051



Annex E

International Assistance in the Environmental Sector

E nvironmental projects and pro- trend in foreign assistance at a global
grams feature in the profiles of level is the importance placed on coop-
twenty donor organizations in eration and coordination among do-

Thailand. These include: ADB, AusAid nors. Discussions with donor organiza-
(Australia), BGR, Brot Fir Die Welt tion representatives revealed that there
(Germany). Care International, CIDA are clear advantages as well as reserva-
(Canada), CIM, DANCED (Denmark), tions about such coordination.
the European Union, France, GTZ Donors are working together to
(Germany). JICA (Japan), NEDO, improve coordination on environmental
NIDO, DCD (Belgium), Sida, the Thai- imrvcodnaonnevrnetl
German Foudaion,d, the Td i- technical assistance, policy advice and

German Foundatgon, the Undted KWng- lending to reduce overlap in assistance
dom, the UN Agencies, and the World
Bnk. 'to certain sectors; to develop and adopt
Bank. programmatic approaches for lending

A wide range of environmental and that will benefit the country as well as
natural resources management issues is ensure the effective use of resources;
covered by donor-assisted activities. and to improve and refine the informa-
Bilateral donors in particular contribute tion available about activities, experi-
substantially towards strengthening the ences and problems faced by various
depth and breadth of coverage of envi- donors. The donor community in
ronmental areas. Several donor agen- Thailand supports the vision of long-
cies pursue long-term strategies within term assistance strategies that are mu-
a sector, emphasizing components such tually compatible, build on specific ad-
as capacity building, awareness crea- vantages of each donor, and contribute
tion, and development of institutional to overall effectiveness of aid. How-
maturity and strength. The environ- ever, practical mechanisms for effec-
mental assistance strategies adopted tive donor consultation are yet to be
provide useful lessons for improving created and successfully implemented
the effectiveness of future environ- in Thailand.
mental assistance to Thailand. A major
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A profile of environmental assistance by the donors is given in Table E-1, while
Table E-2 contains summary information about ongoing donor-assisted projects.:9

Table E-1.
Donor Activities in the Environmental Sector

Donor Organization Major Area of Assistance Number of
Projects

ADB Integrated water resource management; 5
Solid waste and wastewater manaqement

AusAid (Australia) Forest and coastal resource management; 14
Aqricultural research and development

BGR Natural resource management; Solid 2
waste manaqement

Brot FOr Die Welt Natural resource management and con- 4
servation; Aqriculture sector

Care International Integrated natural resource management 1
CIDA (Canada) Natural resource mana-ement 2_ S ._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ e a 9 rn t
CIM Hazardous waste management; Natural 6

resource management
DANCED (Denmark) Natural resource management; Forest re- 17

source management; Solid waste, water
and sanitation management; Pollution
control; Community-based environmental
manaqement

EU Environmental Management 2
France Aqricultural research and development 1
GTZ (Germany) Urban environmental management; Solid 13

waste collection and management; Indus-
trial pollution control; Renewable energy
and enerav efficiency; Agriculture sector

JICA ( Japan) Natural resource management; Industrial 10
wastewater management; Integrated water
resource management; Air pollution con-
trol from traffic sources Aqriculture sector

NEDO Industrial pollution control 1
NIDO Water resource management 1
DCD (Belibum) Aaricultural research and development 1
Sida Air qualitv manaqement 2
Thai-German Founda- Micro-finance for agriculture 1
tion
United Kingdom Coastal and freshwater resource man- 1

agement
The World Bank Coastal and freshwater resource man- 3

agement; Energy efficiency; Clean fuels

39 The tables reflect a preliminary view of international assistance in the environment and
natural resources sector. They will be updated in subsequent discussions with the RTG. do-
nors, and NGOs.
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Table E-2.
Ongoing Donor-Assisted Projects

Organization Project Partner Duration

ADB Northeast Region Water Supply Molnt, PWA

ADB Nong Khai-Undon Thai Water Molnt, PWA
Supply Project _

ADB Samut Prakarn Wastewater MoSTE, PCD
Management

ADB Solid Waste Management MoSTE, PCD

ADB Bangkok Metropolitan Region MoSTE, POD
Waste Management

AusAid Potential Insect Threat to Plan- MoAC, RFD 1999
tations of Acacias and Eucalyp-
tus in Tropical Asia

w ^Mo^_e_ws > ^s w o.. 0 . .MoAC R D 200

AusAid Genetic Diversity and Propaga- MoAO, RFD 2000
tion of Mangroves

AusAid Economic Valuation of the MoUA 1999
Thailand/Australia Collaborative
Project funded by ACIAR Stage
11

AusAid Carbon Dynamics, Nutrient Cy- MoAC, RFD 1999
cling and the Sustainability of
Cropping and Pasture Systems

AusAid Genetic Improvement of Thai MoAC, DLD 2001
Beef Cattle & Buffalo Detection
Strain Differentiation for Plant
Pathogenic Mycoplasma

AusAid Control of Papaya Ringspot Vi- MoAC 2000
rus in Papaya and Cucurbits
through Transgenic Resistance

AusAid Plant Breeding Strategies for MoAC 1999
Rainfed Lowland Rice in North-
east Thailand and Laos

AusAid Minimizing Disease Impacts on MoAC, RFD 2000
Eucalyptus in South East Asia

AusAid Agrochemical Pollution of Water MoUA 2000
Resources under Tropical In-
tense Agriculture Systems

AusAid Low Cost Disinfestation Sys- MoAC 2001
tems for Fruit Agriculture Regu-
latory Division

AusAid Adaptation of Low-Chill Tem- MoAC 2000
perature Fruits to Australia and
Thailand
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Organization Project Partner Duration
AusAid Integrated Control of Citrus MoAC 2000

Pests in Thailand

AusAid Development of Domesticated MoAC 2000
Strategies for Indigenous Tree
Species

AusAid Diagnostic Tests and Epidemi- MoUA 2001
ological Probes for Prawn Vi-
ruses in Thailand and Australia

BGR Environmental Geology for Re- Molnt, MoSTE 1999
gional Planning

BGR Site Investigations Waste Dis- Molnd, MoSTE
posal Site

Brot Fur Die Welt Project for Ecological Recovery 1998

Brot FOr Die Welt Technology for Rural and Eco- 1999
logical Enrichment

Brot FOr Die Welt Appropriate Agriculture & Horti- 2000
culture

Brot FOr Die Welt Development of Appropriate Ag- 1999
riculture and Natural Resources

Care International Integrated Natural Resource MoAC, RFD 1999
Conservation Project

CIDA (Canada) Thailand Trilateral Environ- OPM 1999
mental Project

CIDA (Canada) Natural Resource & Environ- DPA Group 1999
mental Management Several Thai

Ministries
CIM Adviser Biological Plant Protec- MoAC

tion

CIM Director of AEETC MoSTE, DEQP,
EU

CIM Head of Laboratory Water MoSTE, PCD

CIM Adviser Environmental Protec- MoSTE, PCD
tion

CIM Adviser Management of Haz- MoSTE, PCD
ardous Substances

CIM Natural Resource Manager and MoUA
Ecoregion Coordinator

DANCED TRUEPM Project

DANCED Support for BMA Improvement BMA 2000
of Solid Waste Collection Man-
agement
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Organization Project Partner Duration

DANCED Environmental Strengthening of BMA 1999
BMA

DANCED Huai Kha Khaeng Complex: In- MoAC 1999
tegrated Conservation and De-
velopment

DANCED Save Use of Pesticides MoAC 1999?

DANCED Sustainable Agriculture MoAC 2000

DANCED Sustainable Shrimp Aquaculture MoAC 2003

DANCED Upper Nan Watershed Man- MoAC 2000
agement

DANCED Forest Genetic Resources Con- MoAC 2000
servation and Management

DANCED Cleaner Technology Capacity Molnd, DIW 2001
Building in DIW

DANCED Urban Community Environ- Molnd, DIW 1999
mental Fund: UCEF

DANCED Energy Efficiency Promotion for MoSTE
SMEs

DANCED Environmental Management MoSTE
Samut Prakarn

DANCED Samut Prakarn Waste Water MoSTE, DIW 1999
Management

DANCED Songklah Lake Environmental MoSTE, OEPP
Management

DANCED Community Forestry Training MoUA 2000
Development Support:
RECOFTC

Denmark Supply of a Marine Research MoAC, RDF 2000
Vessel for Phuket Marine Bio-
logical Center

EU EU-ASEAN Programme: MoSTE, DEOP
AEETC

EU With CDG Promotion for the Introduction of AIT, ASEP
Environmental Management Programme
Systems in Thai Industry

France Oriented Research on Agrarian MoUA 2000
System

GTZ Biological Control of Rodents MoAC 2001

GTZ Appropriate Regulatory Meas- MoAC
ures & Policy Reform for Pesti-
cide Risk Reduction

GTZ Environmental Advisory Assis- Molnd, DIW
tance for the Industry
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Organization Project Partner Duration

GTZ Air Pollution Control Molnd, DIW

GTZ Urban Environmental Manage- Molnt
ment

GTZ Thai German Energy Efficiency MoSTE
Promotion

GTZ Commercialization of Solar En- MoSTE
ergy Applications

GTZ Chemicals Management MoSTE

GTZ Environmental Technology MoSTE, PCD,
Competence MoUA

GTZ RISE AT MoUA

GTZ Solid Waste Management

GTZ Disaster Management for the OPM, NESDB
Transportation of Hazardous
Substances

GTZ Transport Policy and Planning ESCAP
Assistance

JICA Soil Management Technique MoAC

JICA Automotive Research for Envi- Molnd 2000
ronmental Improvement

JICA Industrial Water Technology In- Molnd, DIW 2000
stitute

JICA Automotive Fuel Research Proj- Molnd, DIW 2000
ect for Environmental Improve-
ment

JICA Training Center for Sewage Moind, PWA
Works

JICA Country Training Program on Molnd, MWA,
Water Supply Technology PWA

JICA National Waterworks Technol- Molnd, MWA,
ogy Training Institute PWA

JICA Training for Sustainable High- MoUA 2001
land Agriculture Development

NEDO Cleaner Production

NIDO River Management Planning MoSTE, PCD

DCD (Belgium) Improvement of Tapioca Starch 1999
Production

Sida Air Quality Management MoSTE

Sida Enhancement of the Air Quality MoSTE 2000
Management Project to Four
Regional Nodes
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Organization Project Partner Duration

Thai-German Foun- Micro-Credit Projects in the Molnt
dation Field of Integrated Farming,

Fruit Tree Planting

United Kingdom South East Asia Regional: MoAC
Aquatic Disease Control

World Bank Clean Fuels MoSTE

World Bank Natural Resources Strategy MoAC

World Bank EGAT MoSTE
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